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Abstract: The digital economy is comprised of markets based on digital technologies that enable and conduct 
the trade of goods and services through electronic commerce on the Internet. The constantly growing importance 
of the Internet for the retail markets raises several competition concerns due to increased price transparency. 
Against this background, the objective of this paper is to provide an overview over the issues that seem to 
become more challenging and frequent concerning competition in digital markets and its assessment, starting 
with selective distribution systems (in particular, the vertical restraint called resale-price-maintenance) and then 
turning towards the effects of two-sided markets and highly dynamic markets on competition on the market and 
its assessment. Thus, the first section identifies the main inevitable factors that are changing the environment in 
which competition regulation works. The second section asks the question of whether competition regulators are 
well equipped to deal with such sharp changes or are presumably outpaced by such changes. After answering 
to this dilemma, the third section assesses what could be the competition enforcers role in a knowledge-based 
economy and how should competition rules be enforced in digital markets. Some concluding remarks will follow.

Keywords: digital economy, competition regulation, economic growth, innovation, dynamic markets, dominance, 
collusion, price transparency.
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INTROdUCTION
The global economic crisis has had and still has a strong impact on the economies worldwide. At the same 

time it affected the global business landscape and the consumer conduct considerably. 
Current economic conditions made a large number of enterprises to migrate to Internet-based systems 

for increased efficiencies, lower operating barriers costs and the ability to operate in real time across different 
platforms. That is why many firms are re-engineering their main business processes, by investing in key 
technologies - mobility, cloud computing (e.g. use of office software on a rental basis), business intelligence and 
social networks.

Subsequently, completely new internet-based products and services have emerged and continue to be 
developed that may compete with existing ones. Other business models that emerged refer to online platforms 
that act as an intermediary between sellers and buyers.

As a result, we currently assist to the emergence of entirely new markets, industries, businesses, and work 
practices that form a digital economy. This new model of economy is characterized by digitalization and intensive 
use of information and communication technologies (ICT), codification of knowledge, change of information into 
commodities and new ways of organizing work and production.

Empirical studies show that even at a time of high unemployment, the internet creates five jobs for every two 
lost2. In addition, in the mature economies studied by McKinsey, Internet-related expenditure and consumption 

1 The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of their institutions, nor do they engage them in any way

2 McKinseyGlobal Institute, Internet Matters: The Net’s Sweeping Impact on Growth, Jobs, and Prosperity, 2011 May.
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accounted for 21 percent of GDP growth during the past five years3. That means that e-commerce confers benefits 
to consumers by providing transparent information on goods and services, helping consumers locate sellers, 
facilitating price comparisons, offering handy delivery, and allowing them to purchase easily via a computer or 
mobile device wherever they are.

The Centre for Retail Research has also studied and estimated the trends in online retail sales for eight 
European countries (UK, Germany, France, Sweden, the Netherlands, Italy, Poland and Spain) and the US over 
the period 2013-2014. The study shows that the sales in the European countries covered by the research will 
reach a combined total of £111.2 bn in 2014 (€155.3 bn or $212.8 bn) whereas in the US, it is expected that online 
sales would reach $306.0 bn (€224.0 bn) in 20144.

The findings of the same study revealed that the recession has induced many shoppers to buy online rather 
from traditional stores, whilst above-average growth in countries with smaller e-commerce sectors shows there 
has been an element of catch up. Further, retail focus on the growing use of mobile technology is an additional 
factor in making online retailing attractive.

As the figures from the table below show, the European online market continues to be dominated by the UK, 
Germany and France which jointly hold 81.3% of the European sales in these eight countries.

Online Retail Sales Online Sales 
(£ bn) 2013

growth 
2013

Online Sales
 (£ bn) 2014

growth 
2014

UK £ 38.83 16.8 % £ 44.97 15.8 %

Germany £ 28.98 39.2 % £ 35.36 22.0 %

France £ 22.65 12.0 % £ 26.38 16.5 %

Spain £ 5.75 22.5 % £ 6.87 19.6 %

Italy £ 4.48 18.6 % £ 5.33 19.0 %

Netherlands £ 4.48 11.6 % £ 5.09 13.5 %

Sweden £ 3.13 15.9 % £ 3.61 15.5 %

Poland £ 2.92 24.0 % £ 3.57 22.6 %

Europe £ 111.21 21.1 % £ 131.18 18.1 %

According to the estimates made by the same Centre for Retail Research, the online share of retailing 
seems to be low in most European countries but for the UK and Germany. Thus, in the UK, the online share of 
retailing is expected to further grow and reach 13.5% whereas in Germany, the rate of increase is expected to 
decline but its market share will still rise to 9.7% in 2014.

3 McKinseyGlobal Institute, Internet Matters: The Net’s Sweeping Impact on Growth, Jobs, and Prosperity, 2011 May

4 Centre for Retail Research, http://www.retailresearch.org/onlineretailing.php
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According to the study findings, over the next four years, the major players are expected to continue to 
expand (at a lower growth rate than until now) and the smaller online countries to grow quickly thus reducing the 
discrepancies between the different states. 

The chart above on online retail shares of home market estimated for 2014 shows also that the US, with 
online spending estimated to reach 11.6% in 2014 remains the leader in online retailing compared to Europe. 

It appears also that 54.5% of the US public having a population similar to the eight countries surveyed 
represented shoppers compared to 45.6% in Europe. In 2014, every online shopper in Europe is expected to 
spend €886.18 (£748.82 or $1,210.63) in 2014 compared to €1,308.29 (£1,105.51 or $1,787.28) in the US5. 

In Europe as a whole, online retailers are expanding 11.9 times faster than conventional outlets, although 
only 5.6 times in the UK and 3.3.times in the US6.

Against this picture on e-commerce evolution worldwide, it appears on one hand that there is a real danger 
that the growth of online sales at such a rate, if it continues, would inevitably reduce the market for conventional 
stores. 

On the other hand, Europe’s lower growth than its main competitors is largely due to a productivity gap 
caused by lower levels of investment in R&D and innovation, insufficient use of information/communication 
technologies and difficult access to innovation in some sections of the society.

For example, European firms currently account for just a quarter of the €2 trillion global market for 
communication technologies. Further, unlike the EU, the US and China have unified telecommunications markets 
of respectively 315 and 1350 million customers, served by 3 or 4 operators, acting within a single framework. 
European companies are not big players on the Internet. Non-European internet platforms such as Google, Apple, 
Amazon, Baidu are leaders in the Internet economy and they are also among the biggest companies in the world7.

FACTORS ChANgINg ThE ENvIRONmENT IN whICh COmPETITION REgULATION wORkS
To begin to understand the nature of competition in the digital economy, we need to understand why it has 

grown so quickly.
The first transformation produced in the economic activities results from the use of the information and 

communication technology (ICT), which provides access, information processing and storage in a low-cost time.
In addition, the success of the liberalization of network industries in EU consisting in the unbundling of 

formerly vertically integrated industries favoured all kinds of technical and marketing innovations by industry 
players. Innovation triggered the joint development of new products and new uses through processes of co-
innovation among all sides of the market – suppliers, users, and intermediaries – often interacting within competitive 
networks. At the same time, competition became fierce due to the opportunities brought by innovations.

Suppliers and retailers are able to collaborate on product forecasts and product flow and inventory 
management decisions using the collaborative Internet-based networks.

Reorganisation of industry chains which is deeply rooted in the deregulation process of network industries in 
particular in Europe was another important catalyst for the rise of the digital economy because it restructured the 
interaction between digital content creation and delivery. 

Content creators and suppliers are potentially moving downstream into distribution and direct contact with 
customers (games, music) and publishers and distribution platforms are moving upstream into content creation 
(video). 

In such a context, information technology infrastructures and systems have gained an obviously important 
role in the digital economy. Platform owners may have substantial market power and deny rival firms access 
to key interface and interoperability information. That can increase switching costs, raise entry barriers, hinder 
market development, and delay innovation.

For instance, in the Microsoft decision8, the Commission found that minimum interoperability information 

5 Centre for Retail Research - http://www.retailresearch.org/onlineretailing.php.

6 Centre for Retail Research - http://www.retailresearch.org/onlineretailing.php.

7 European Commission, Commission Contribution to the European Council of 24-25 October 2013, Europe’s digital challenge, source: European Commission.

8 Commission Decision 2007/53/EC of  24.03.2004.
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was needed to allow Microsoft‘s competitors to compete with it in markets downstream from the market for 
personal computer operating systems and established that it had abused its virtual monopoly in the market for 
personal computer operating systems. 

Therefore, competitive access to digital content is an important condition for new platforms to grow and 
compete with established platforms.

All these factors that are changing the environment in which competition regulation works prove that 
economic growth and technology are inextricably linked. 

It is well known that SMEs sector is the main supporter of GDP. Therefore, the adoption at a faster pace of 
digital technologies in Europe may have positive impacts on SMEs growth, beyond their regional and national 
boundaries. At the same time, e-commerce increases also the competitive pressure for SMEs. Retailers report 
difficulties and higher costs due to different tax and contract law, higher cross-border delivery charges and 
restrictions imposed on cross-border transactions by suppliers9.

Acknowledging that Europe could add 4% to its GDP by stimulating the fast development of the Digital 
Single Market by 2020 and public authorities could achieve 15-20% cost reductions by moving to e-Government10, 
the 2013 Spring European Council stressed the importance of the digital single market for growth and called for 
the Commission to present concrete measures to establish a Digital Single Market as early as possible. 

As a result, the European Commission included the digital economy in its Europe 2020 growth strategy 
as one of the pillars of the EU’s economic recovery. It has also proposed a Regulation to remove many of the 
obstacles to the single market in telecommunications.Several other legislative proposals designed to address 
particular failings in the Digital Single Market are ranging from online payments services to data protection rules.

Commissioner Almunia has specifically noted the “political mandate to ensure that this sector grows to its 
full potential” and that “it is clear to me that competition policy must be a key part of this strategy as a way to 
ensure market access and opportunities to all efficient players capable ofdelivering new value11. It seems that the 
completion of the internal market is highly considered by the EU competition policy and the digital economy will 
play an important role for achieving this aim. We shall come back to this issue and detail in the next section of 
the paper.

On the basis of the analysis of the current stage of the research, we may draw the following first conclusions 
of help for understanding the competition issues posed by the accelerated rise of the digital economy to be 
described in the next section. 

It appears that online sales have become important channels for the distribution of goods and services. 
Consequently, online sales started to exert a significant competitive pressure on traditional distribution and 
business models of producers as well as retailers. While some retailers use the new channels as complement to 
the traditional brick-and-mortar business, other players have begun to focus purely on online sales. Therefore, 
the main challenge faced by the retailing and retailers is whether to permit online retail to coexist with other 
retail channels allowing bricks and mortar retailers to transform themselves. It is clear that absent such consent, 
multiple retailers will disappear or be so mortally wounded that a large minority of business categories become 
dominated by purely online retailers.

Under such a complex, dynamic and new business environment, the role of the competition authorities 
becomes very important. The competition regulators would have to ensure that specific business practices may 
not unreasonably restrict the increasing competitive pressure imposed by the emergence and growth of online 
sales.

ARE COmPETITION REgULATORS wELL EqUIPPEd TO dEAL wITh SUCh ShARP ChANgES OR 
ARE PRESUmABLy OUTPACEd By SUCh ChANgES?
Against these challenges we shall now investigate whether competition authorities are prepared to deal with 

9 European Commission, Retailers’ attitudes towards crossborder trade and consumer protection, Flash Eurobarometer 359, Report, Publication: June 2013.

10 European Commission, Public Services Online, Digital by Default or by Detour? - Assessing User Centric e-Government performance in Europe – e-Government Benchmark 
2012, ISBN 978-92-79-29949-0.

11 Speech by Commissioner Almunia, Competition in Digital Media and the Internet, SPEECH/10/365, (London: July 7, 2010).
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these dynamic changes in the market environment posed by the digital economy so to preserve what is the best 
in retailing.

For doing this, we shall first clarify that certain types of business practices called vertical restraints of 
competition are more relevant and frequent concerning competition in online markets and its assessment in the 
context of rise of new business models and rapid development of online markets. This is due to the fact that some 
brand producers may try to adapt to the digital economy by restricting by various means new online distribution 
channels that are the most dynamic.Also, producers and distributors may try to exert control over the distribution 
channels, also to find the most profitable way to incorporate the new business models into their distribution 
systems.

Researchers found that producers and distributors are concerned that brick-and-mortar stores will no longer 
be able to offer valuable services or specific product features to consumers for three reasons12. Firstly, in a market 
that involves on-line sales and traditional bricks and mortar sales, there will be two sets of prices that are going 
to prevail because online sellers allegedly have a cost advantage and may be able to offer the same products for 
lower prices.

Secondly, consumers may take advantage of the valuable pre-sales services that brick-and-mortar retailers 
provide byinspecting the products they intend to buy or receiving professional advice and later on they prefer to 
purchase the products cheaper from online retailers with lower overhead costs. This conduct is typically called 
free-riding. Third, producers and distributorsoften claim that a prohibition or restriction of internet sales and 
particularly the use of specific platforms is necessary to protect a brand image or the investments required to 
establish such an image13.

Overall, the researchers point out to the risk that it may no longer be any brick and mortar shops in the future 
since on-line prices are lower than off-line prices. Consequently, the most frequent vertical restraints relating to 
online sales are especially associated with selective distribution systems and resale price-maintenance. 

For instance,  selective distribution of products sold to end consumers under a manufacturer’s brand may aim 
at promoting non-price competition or improved quality of services offered by traditional brick-and-mortar stores. 
By building a network having specific know-how and guarantees in terms of presentation, product quality, services 
and after-sales, selective distribution constitute a type of relationship with a customer that, in general, complies 
with Article 101 of the EC Treaty. However, under such a system of distribution, producers and distributors may 
seek to control the distribution channels, e.g. by (indirectly) prohibiting or severely restricting internet sales. 

These aims of producers and distributors may be encountered also as classical justifications for the ban of 
offline or online sales with lower prices called resale price maintenance (RPM) offline or online.

With regard to RPM in particular and vertical restraints in general, the Business and Industry Advisory 
Committee (BIAC) called on the introduction of a presumption of legality of such practices in Europe, just as in 
the US on the occasion of the OECD Competition Committee’s reunions on vertical restraints for online sales14. 
However, it seems that EC deeply scrutinized all worries of the business community and thoroughly debated in the 
economic literatureand considered them in 2010 when it refined its rules on vertical restraints.

The European Commission argues that in case there would be free riding15, it is doubtful whether RPM 
would be a useful tool to fight this. Even with RPM, a retailer will tend to invest in after-sales services, services 
over which the others cannot free ride. The discussion within the European Competition Network on the many 
resale price maintenance cases dealt with since 2000 by the National Competition Authoritiesprior to the revision 
of its rules on vertical restraints pointed to the pertinence of a cautious approach towards RPM16.The review of 
these cases revealed that there were never any credible efficiencies found but usually only price increases.

More, the EC’s research17 showed that in the EU there is as much use of on-line research before buying 
off-line as there is search off-line before buying on-line. But as the on-line world is much smaller in terms of how 

12 http://www.dbresearch.de/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_DE-PROD/PROD0000000000277459.pdf.

13 http://krefeld.ihk.de/media/upload/ihk/imap/20100526/Praesentation_25052010.pdf.

14 BIAC, BIAC’s submission on vertical restraints for online sales, OECD Competition Committee roundtable on vertical restraints in the online sales,DAF/COMP(2013)13.

15 In economics, „the free riding” problem appears when an agent benefits of resources, goods or services for free.

16 European Commission, Submission by the European Commission, the OECD Competition Committee roundtable on Vertical restraints for online sales, DAF/COMP(2013)13.

17 The research is based on Consumer market study on the functioning of e-commerce, Civic Consulting, 2011.
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much sales are being made, effectively you can say that there are many more people who end up buying in a shop 
after an on-line search than the other way around18.

Inquiring into the competition legal framework applicable to the relationship between suppliers and 
distributors, we shall find that the vertical restraints liable to affect European trade whether in respect of distribution 
via the internet or distribution at actual points of sale are subject to EU exemption Regulation no. 330/2010 which 
came into force on June 1, 201019. To address the challenges brought by the expansion of the internet and online 
sales, EC has issued soft law20 shaped in the form of Guidelines explaining among other things how the general 
rules on vertical restraints will be applied to internet distribution. 

Therefore, there is no specific legal framework applicable only to online selling. EU competition rules 
continue to be applied to on-line and off-line the same way becausethe possible anti-competitive effects such as 
foreclosure and collusion and the possible efficiencies are fundamentally the same for off-line and on-line sales. 
Further, there is not always a clear distinction between the two channels of distribution because many sales start 
on-line and end off-line or the other way around, depending on the market involved. 

The EC Guidelines are based on three fundamental principles. Firstly, in the absence of so-called hard-
core restrictions that unambiguously infringe competition in a serious way, distribution agreements containing 
the restrictions frequently encountered in traditional distribution, such as exclusive distribution or supply and 
exclusivity of the customer base or supply, benefit from an exemption by category when operators’ market share 
is less than that established under article 3 of Regulation no. 330/2010, whether with respect to offline or online 
distribution. 

Hard-core restrictions are, for example, restrictions of the possibility of the buyers to freely determine their 
sales prices (resale price maintenance) or restrictions of the territories or customer groups which are to be served.

Therefore, the Regulation gives a safe harbour for most vertical restraints (exclusive dealing, selective 
distribution, franchising, etc.) below 30% of each of the markets defined by the regulation. 

Above 30% market share, the EU rules constitute an overall effect-based approach, because there is an 
individual assessment of the agreements based on their potential or proven effects on competition. Therefore, EC 
lays great emphasis on the criterion of market power in vertical restraints for examining exclusion from the market.

If a hard-core restriction is identified, the contract as a whole is excluded from the scope of application of 
the EC Regulation. However, the exemption of such restrictions is still possible on a case by case basis upon 
fulfilment by the companies of the exemption criteria of Article 101(3) TFEU.

Secondly, the Guidelines define different requirements of manufacturers with respect to the qualities 
required for online selling which do not constitute restrictions on competition and others corresponding to a ban or 
a restriction on passive sales or a restriction on active and passive sales in the context of a selective distribution 
network, which are described as hardcore restrictions on competition. 

Passive sales in the meaning of the Guidelines represent responding to unsolicited requests from individual 
customers including delivery of goods or services to such customers21 whereas active sales mean actively 
approaching individual customers by for instance direct mail, including the sending of unsolicited e-mails, or 
visits; or actively approaching a specific customer group or customers in a specific territory through advertisement 
in media, on the internet or other promotions specifically targeted at that customer group or targeted at customers 
in that territory. 

Thus, according to these guidelines, suppliers can apply a selective distribution system that obligates 
internet retailers also to maintain a brick-and-mortar store or showroom. For instance, Internet stores such as 
eBay and Amazon are apparently considering opening showrooms or brick-and-mortar stores. That means that 
eBay and Amazon will no longer qualify as distributors that exclusively sell via the internet. Suppliers may as 
well request the achievement by the distributors of a certain absolute minimum amount of sales off-line, taking 

18 European Commission, Commission staff working paper – Bringing e-commerce benefits to consumers, Brussels, 2011, Accompanying the document Communication from 
the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A coherent framework to boost 
confidence in the Digital Single Market of e-commerce and other online services, COM(2011) 942.

19 European Commission, Regulation (EU) no. 330/2010 of the Commission of 20 April 2010 on the application of article 101, paragraph 3 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU) to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices.

20 EC Guidelines on vertical restraints (2010/C 130/01).

21 EC Guidelines on vertical restraints, (2010/C 130/01).
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into account the possible need for specific services that are exclusive to selling in shops (presentation on the 
site of links to other sites or to the manufacturer, the payment of a fixed fee and banning advertising targeted at 
customers in a particular territory exclusively assigned to another distributor). 

It appears therefore that suppliers have to take competition law into account when setting up a distribution 
system and an ecommerce policy. Further, it becomes clear that a supplier can prevent sale by stores 
that exclusively trade on the internet but Internet sales cannot be excluded entirely. 

According to the same Guidelines, it is further possible for manufacturers to set different standards for 
internet stores than for brick-and-mortar stores. Those standards may relate to the design of the website, the 
maintaining of a (telephone) helpdesk and a home installation service. As long as the standards governing selling 
on-line have the same objectives as those of off-line sales and results are similar to those for brick-and-mortar 
stores and the difference between them is justified by the different types of distribution, it is permitted to apply 
such standards.

On the contrary, the ban imposed on an approved dealer for selling its products online, the ban imposed 
on customers of a different territory to consult the online site or sell them products, restricting the share of sales 
carried out online as opposed to in-store, fixing prices that are higher for products intended for online selling 
rather than in the shop constitute bans or restrictions on passive sales and, consequently, hard-core restrictions 
on competition22. Similarly, requiring an online dealer to comply with conditions which do not have the same 
objectives as those required for in-store selling or which would not lead to the same results is equivalent to 
restricting the development of online sales and thus the development of passive sales and constitutes a hard-core 
restriction, for the same reason.

Therefore, a complete ban of on-line sales or the application of discriminatory conditions that would impede 
their development is presumed to be illegal and the parties have the burden to prove that there exist objective 
justifications for such measures.The case law on perfumes and high-end cosmetics having Paris as the main 
scene upholds this argument.

For instance, in Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique case23 involving a cosmetic and personal care products 
manufacturer whotrades its products through a selective distribution network,the European Court of Justice (ECJ) 
was called to give preliminary reference on whether a ban on Internet sales was to be considered a restriction to 
competition within the meaning of Article 101(1) TFEU, and whether it could be covered by the Block Exemption 
Regulation or benefit from individual exemption under Article 101(3) TFEU. The ECJ24 and the Paris Court of 
Appeal in its recent judgment ruled that the restraint imposed by Pierre Fabre, being a de facto ban on the use of 
the Internet as a channel of sale, amounted to a restriction by object, within the meaning of Article 101(1) TFEU, 
not objectively justified. The ECJ further clarified that it was the duty of the company to demonstrate that such 
restraints were individually exempted within the meaning of Article 101(3) TFEU as long as the block exemption 
did not apply. 

In this case, the former Conseil de la Concurrence from France held that this agreement was anticompetitive 
under French and European competition law and did not fall within the scope of the Block Exemption nor could 
benefit from individual exemption. Therefore, it ordered the company to amend the distribution agreements so to 
enable retailers to sell products on-line. Pierre Fabre claimed that banning on-line sales was justified by health 
protection purposes (i.e. dermatological risk of using the products without appropriate pharmacist advice) and by 
the need to prevent counterfeits. However, in its decision, the Conseil rejected those justifications as immaterial 
because para-pharmaceutical products were not medicines, and selecting specialist distributors was sufficient to 
guarantee product quality25.  

The objective justifications in the judgment of the Court seems to cover those instances in which on-line 
sales are totally inadequate, given the nature of the product, because, for instance, they may be dangerous for 

22 European Commission, Regulation (EU) no. 330/2010 of the Commission of 20 April 2010 on the application of article 101, paragraph 3 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU) to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices.

23 Case C- 439/09, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique SAS v Président de l’Autorité de la concurrence and Ministre de l’Économie, de l’Industrie et de l’Emploi.[2011] O.J. C 355/04. 

24  Case C-439/09.Conclusions of Advocate General Mr JánMazák, presented on 3 March 2011.

25 Conseil de la concurrence, 29 October 2008, Decision n° 08-D-25, regarding practices in the sector of distribution or personal care and cosmetic products sold upon pharma-
ceutical advice, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique.
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consumers (e.g. prescription medicines).This would exclude marketing and economic purposes as “objective” 
justifications.

In another case, the French competition authority accepted the commitments26 offered by Festina France 
which had a selective distribution network for watches, and whose market share was under 30%, reserving online 
sales for network members having a shop in order to maintain the quality image of its products. The commitments 
taken up by Festina consisted in the amendment of its distribution agreements so that distributor selection criteria 
would be transparent and non-discriminatory and did not unduly restrict the use of online advertising and sales.

Thirdly, the EC may carry out an analysis on a case-by-case basis for each specific situation. On one hand, 
restrictions considered to be anti-competitive by their effects could become subject to an individual exemption 
requirement. That means that EC would have to evaluate not only the effects of restraints of competition in 
these often dynamic and two-sided (platforms) online markets but also the potential efficiencyjustifications 
resulting from the ban on online selling or its limitation. On the other hand, the Guidelines specify that “when the 
product’s characteristics do not require selective distribution or the application of criteria, such as, for example, 
the obligation for distributors to have one or more physical points of sale (…) such a system does not generally 
produce sufficient efficiency gains to compensate for a significant reduction in competition between brands. In 
the case of significantly damaging effects on competition, the benefit of the exemption by category will probably 
be withdrawn”27.

Therefore, above 30%, there is an individual assessment of cases and there is a limited list of restraints that 
the Commission considers to have negative effects and where the likelihood of positive effects is rather limited or 
absent. In these latter situations there would normally not be a possibility to exempt these restraints under Article 
101(3).

It seems thus that the exemption regime defined by the Commission establishes safety areas that enable 
operators, as long as they comply with certain conditions that can be added to the market share thresholds 
established under Article 3 of Regulation 330/2010, to organise their distribution network, and especially 
online selling, without adversely affecting economic efficiency and the opportunities offered by e-commerce for 
businesses, consumers and jobs.

Not only the Commission, but also the national competition authorities are increasingly focusing on 
the enforcement of competition law in internet distribution. The German Bundeskartellamt, for instance, 
is investigating whether the restriction of internet distribution via third party platforms like Amazon or eBay by 
manufacturers of brand products like Asics and Adidas is legitimate or not from competition law point of view28. 
In other proceedings, the German Bundeskartellamt is investigating restrictions of competition by the platforms 
themselves in the form of so-called most favoured customer clauses such as those agreed by the hotel reservation 
portal HRS with hotels or by Amazon with sellers on the Amazon Marketplace. In order to put an end to an 
investigation of its European e-commerce policy, Sennheiser had decided no longer to prohibit its distributors from 
reselling Sennheiser products via Amazon. Also, in November 2013, the Bundeskartellamt closed an investigation 
into Gardena’s distribution system after Gardena had promised that its distributors will qualify for the same 
discounts regardless of whether they sell Gardena products online or offline. In this case, Gardena applied a dual 
price system that discriminated against Internet sales because, unlike in the case of offline sales, distributors did 
not qualify for the maximum discount in online sales. Bosch-Siemens-Hausgeräte was able to put an end to an 
investigation by the Bundeskartellamt by giving a similar commitment29.

In France, the competition authority fined Bang &Olufsenfor excluding online sale of its products. As we can 
see, fines have already been imposed in several Member States for competition restricting ecommerce policies. 

Not only the Commission and the most powerful EU Member States but also the U.S. antitrust authorities 
have emphasized the importance of the application of antitrust principles in the online environment ever since 
1999.

26 Decision 06-D-24 of 24 July 2006, upheld by the Paris Court of Appeals in a ruling of 16 September 2007.

27 §176 of the EC Guidelines on vertical restraints (2010/C 130/01).

28 http://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/2013/14_10_2013_Proftagung.html?nn=3599398.

29  http://www.maverick-law.com/en/Blogs/96/A-closer-look-at-e-commerce-and-e-tailing.html.
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More specifically, in 1999, David A. Balto, Assistant Director at the Office or Policy and Evaluation, Bureau of 
Competition, Federal Trade Commission, discussed the application of antitrust laws to electronic commerce and 
stated, “The Federal Trade Commission has a vital role to play in electronic commerce markets. The Commission 
stands in the role of a referee, to protect the process of competition so that such competition occurs on the 
merits. We want to make sure that innovation in electronic commerce is not compromised by artificial barriers 
to entry erected by incumbent competitors or established by regulatory fiat. We are there to assure that private 
forces do not impede the development or growth of the market through exclusionary conduct, either collective or 
unilateral30.”

Since the Leegin decision, vertical restraints on distributors, in general and RPM, in particular are not per 
se illegal under U.S. law at federal level. That means that the US authorities adopted the rule of reason approach 
recognizing that they may have pro-competitive justifications but they also may cause anticompetitive harm 
primarily based on §1 of the Sherman Act31.Therefore, each vertical restraint is assessed by US competition 
authorities on its own merits and in the actual economic context, taking into account any resulting efficiency gains 
or anti-competitive effects.This analysis is in line with the general principle that producers are normally free to 
unilaterally reserve distribution channels for themselves or for appointed distributors, established in the case law 
on catalogue sales.

For instance, in Jacobs v. Tempur-Pedic32, two consumers (Benny and Wanda Jacobs) lodged an action for 
damages against the Tempur-Pedic North America, Inc, the manufacturer, after purchasing from it foam mattress 
through one of its brink-and-mortar retailers.The Jacobs alleged that the company violated section 1 of Sherman 
Act by enforcing a minimum resale price maintenance agreement with its authorized distributors, and at the same 
time reserved on-line sales for itself through its own website.Foam mattress is marketed by Tempur-Pedicthrough 
(brick-and-mortar only) authorized distributors and its own website. 

The Court of Appeal for the 11thCircuit argued that the plaintiff had failed to prove actual or potential harm to 
competition in the relevant market. According to the Court, Jacobs had not properly defined the relevant product 
market and, above all, had not provided evidence of harm to competition cause by the detrimental exercise of 
power by Tempur-Pedic in the market. In regards to the assessment of the alleged RPM, the Court argued that 
the plaintiff had the burden of proving the existence of an agreement in the meaning of Section 1 of the Sherman 
Act. It argued that the existence of similar prices for retailers and on Tempur-Pedic did not constitute sufficient 
evidence that such an agreement existed nor that prices were the result of a horizontal price fixing conspiracy. 

Finally, the Court of Appeals for the 11thCircuit confirmed that the manufacturer was entitled to keep on-
line distribution for itself, and that, in general, such dual distribution system did not lead to an illegal horizontal 
relationship between independent retailers and the manufacturer.

Similarly to the EC, the US authorities have not adopted particular rules in the online sector. Coming back 
to the question in which we inquired so far, i.e. whether competition regulators are well equipped to deal 
with sharp changes in distribution sector due to the quick evolution of e-commerce or not, the answer is 
clearly yes. It appears that the legal framework applicable to restrictions in online sales at EU level and 
US is well equipped to also deal with the newly emerged markets and market forms. Traditional antitrust 
tools are still valid and applicable to on the online sales also.

The Internet is not the first change in the distribution and retail sector. There have been other innovations in 
this area before such as the introduction of supermarkets chains, shopping malls, discount stores and the use of 
catalogues, among the others. 

Once again, competition law and competition authorities have proved to be able to adapt to these new 
situations and to apply the economic framework and the traditional antitrust tools. In the EU, the Internet has 
been offered a lot of attention compared to other innovations that had taken place before because it is a powerful 
means that is going to help Europe to recover from the economic crisis. Another explanation behind the keen 
interest of EU for the development and diffusion of e-commerce may be the contribution of the digital economy 

30 http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/other/ecommerce.shtm.

31 Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877 (2007).

32 Jacobs v. Tempur-Pedic Int’l, Inc., 626 F.3d 1327 (2010).
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to the attainment of other policy objectives such as the integration of markets.As a proof, Commissioner Almunia 
remarked recently “the principles of competition-law enforcement do not change when we leave the realm of brick-
and-mortar, but we have to adjust our methods to the specific features of these new sectors33.” 

Therefore, the challenge for the competition authorities worldwide appears to be rather to apply the 
competition law in a new context, i.e fast-changing online markets. However, to succeed in this challenge there is 
no need to create new rules particularly addressing online sales because the Internet might be a powerful means 
to increase price competition and, in some cases, a source of innovation itself.

It results also from the above analysis that US competition authorities and Courts are more flexible when 
analysing the vertical restraints on distributors than EU who in its Guidelines confirms that a prohibition on internet 
sales is considered to be a ban on passive sales which represents a hard-core restriction. As the digital economy 
becomes increasingly interconnected, this situation might create costs for businesses that are active themselves 
in the online environment, or engage with online distributors in the EU and the U.S. This is due to the fact that 
the internet tears down geographic boundaries and manufacturers incur costs for tailoring contracts and pricing 
policies to the competition regime in place in different jurisdictions.

whAT COULd BE ThE COmPETITION ENFORCERS’ ROLE IN A dIgITAL ECONOmy whICh IS 
BECOmINg INCREASINgLy gLOBAL?
To answer this question, we shall first summarize - on the basis of the evidence provided in the first section 

of the paper - the overall impact of e-commerce on competition and on consumers’ social welfare. Thus, the main 
stimuli to competition are the reduction of search costs for the buyer, the expansion of the geographic reach of 
the distributor and the reduction of distribution costs. That means that manufacturers may enter into direct contact 
with end-consumers and distributors to offer a wider selection of goods or services. This is the overall outcome of 
the fast pacedinnovation and high rates of investment of the players acting in the digital economy. 

However, the economic literature and the competition authorities’ enforcement actions in online markets, in 
particular and in digital markets, in general pinpoint certain characteristics of competition in digital markets that 
make difficult competition analysis. Those specificities stem from the application of the two-sided markets concept 
and its effects on digital markets.

This is attributable to the fact that the economics of competition between platforms has implications for 
analysing competition in digital markets.  

In line with Evans, a market is called a two-sided market if: “at any point in time there are (a) two distinct 
groups of customers; (b) the value obtained by one kind of customers increases with the number of the other kind 
of customers; and (c) an intermediary is necessary for internalizing the externalities created by one group for the 
other group”34.

One important feature of the two-sided markets is the presence of network externalities between the two 
different groups using the platform. Network externalities exist when consumer utility in a certain market depends 
on consumption of the same good or service by other agents. Nowadays, a large and increasing share of goods 
and services is offered through Internet portals. The interactions between firms and/or consumers are possible 
due the existence of platforms owned by third parties. An example of a two-sided market is advertising and 
searching for different goods or services for sale on Internet portals. In such a case, platforms compete to attract 
searchers (buyers) and advertisers (sellers) on both sides of their platform. The more searchers that visit a 
particular platform, the more attractive it is for advertisers to use the platform, and vice-versa. Thus, users of the 
platform benefit from the presence of members on the other side. That means that network effects are allegedly 
strong on both sides of the portals.

The second feature of the two-sided markets is that the relative prices charged to each side of the platform 
are tightly inter-related. This is due to the presence of the network externalities in two-sided markets. With respect 
to this particular aspect, we argued in a previous paperthat a price change on one side of the market has positive 

33 Commissioner Almunia, Competition enforcement in the knowledge economy, Fordham University/ New York City 20 September 2012, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_
SPEECH-12-629_en.htm.

34 Evans D.S., The antitrust economics of two-sided markets, Yale Journal on Regulation, vol. 2, pp325-382, 2004.
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feedback effects on the other side of the market because the two-sided platform has to coordinate demand 
among two interdependent customer groups. This is actually what greatly complicates the relevant market 
definition and the establishment of dominance. The reasoning we used for establishing that an undertaking with 
significant market power does not automatically hold a dominant position in the telecommunication industry due 
to implications of the two-sided market is also valid in the case of digital markets.

All these particularities of the two-sided markets present also in the digital economy call upon competition 
authorities to assess a two sided market and the strategic behaviour of its players by considering the total price 
and not the price paid by each side. 

It is clear that successful digital platforms may have acquired significant market power by developing products 
to closely match the requirements of consumers. But, dynamic competition and innovation considerations specific 
to this sector make dominance a transitory situation likely to be outpaced soon by the next cycle of innovation35. 

Therefore, the appropriate scope of competition enforcement in digital markets is a controversial issue. 
On one hand, dynamic and technical nature of the digital economy calls for competition enforcement in certain 
circumstances in order to deter exclusionary behaviour that would prevent legitimate competition as we have 
already shown under section two of the paper.On the other hand, excessive enforcement of competition rules by 
the competition authorities has to be cautiously done because excessive enforcement may inhibit the incentives 
of firms to invest and innovate in the digital economy. 

CONCLUSIONS
The high interest of competition enforcers in e-commerce may be explained by its huge potential to access 

the digital world and its contribution both to the transformation of the majority of products and services already 
marketed and emergence of new goods and services. 

The challenge competition law faces nowadays is to adapt the established theoretical framework to the 
new environment and not to create new rules to be applied only to online commerce, having in view that in 
general e-commerce is perceived by competition authorities to have substantial pro-competitive effects which can 
enhance consumer and total welfare.

The main problem remains the lack of consistency in the approach with respect to the application of 
competition law to vertical restraints in the on-line market by the EU and US, although they are converging over 
time in a series of fields of competition law. As the digital economy becomes increasingly global, a degree of co-
ordination in the process of enforcement of competition rules would be required.

The European competition authorities and courts seem to be more stringent in their approach than the 
US counterparts on the choices available to suppliers when analysing vertical agreements. The area of hard-
core restraints in particular in EU is wider than in the US for the assessment of the organization of on-line 
sales.Therefore, there is a risk that enforcement measures in one jurisdiction may result in externalities on 
manufacturers, retailers and consumers in other jurisdictions. 

That is why we consider that the specific case of the online market which is becoming increasingly global 
calls for more convergence in the competition law regime at international level, so that consumers maximize 
the benefits from the growth of this important sector for economies worldwide.In addition, in this dynamic 
market environment, we have to admit that competition enforcement operates in a difficult and rapidly changing 
environment. Therefore, a cautious application of competition rules is tremendously required so as to ensure that 
protection of competition does not turn into over-regulation of the online environment, thereby disincentivising 
investments and innovation.
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Abstract: The paper analyzes the present state of brand communication in social networks in the Romanian 
market. The main objectives of the article refer to the exploration of the following aspects: (i) changes in consumer 
behavior under the impact of digital technologies; (ii) challenges in managing digital communication; (iii) best-
ranked brands in the social networks in Romania; (iv) performance metrics of Romanian brands in social 
networks; (iv) successful cases of companies that developed communication campaigns in social networks. The 
article formulates a series of conclusions about the present state of the brand communication in social networks in 
Romania. A series of recommendations for the Romanian brands regarding the effective communication in social 
networks is highlighted.
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Controversies abound on topics related to social media communication. One of them refers to the digital 
versus post-digital era that brands entered worldwide. Should marketers focus on the digital communication or 
should they manage the new tools from the perspective of integrated communication campaigns? Debates also 
continue in the metrics domain related to the assessment of the actual contribution of various media within the 
framework of cross-channel approaches. In this context, the paper analyzes the situation of brand communication 
on social networks in Romania.

1. ChANgES IN CONSUmER BEhAvIOR
The strategic and operational choices in brand management depend on the specific features of the buying 

and consumption/usage behavior of consumers. Worldwide, marketers witness significant changes in consumer 
behavior that were not anticipated one decade ago. Major shifts in consumer behavior that brands should 
thoroughly analyze and monitor are the following:

a) increased mobility. New generations of smartphones provide expanded functionalities every semester 
and allow mobility and real-time exchanges of information. In Romania, the smartphone penetration rate 
was 28% in 2013 and the mobile phone penetration rate was 113.9% with 22.6 million active SIMs. The 
number of active Internet connections increased to 9.6 million in 2013, respectively 35% more than in 2012 
(Initiative Media, 2014). Consumers show increased preference for the mobile Internet solutions.

b) widespread use of digital technology. New digital technologies are developed and become accessible 
to the mainstream consumers. Social media is available to every digitally literate user. About 40% of the 
world is estimated to be online in 2014 (Kasriel-Alexander, 2013). In Romania, 12 million people are online, 
out of which 88% are frequent users. On average, Romanians spend online 18.6 hours per week, being the 
second in the CEE after Ukraine (Initiative Media, 2014). Also, an increased number of consumers shop on 
the Internet for downloadable content or for products such as apparel and electronics that are more diverse 
in the online environment compared to the classical stores. The online card payments increased in 2013 by 
35% compared to 2012 (Initiative Media, 2014). Young generations are eager to adopt the new waves of 
digital technologies.

c) empowerment of consumers. The social media tools such as networks and blogs allow customers 
both to easily express their opinions and to access wide audiences locally or even at international scale. 
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Facebook is the second favorite web destination of Romanians after Google.ro (Initiative Media, 2014). 
Romanians show an ever greater interest in the Facebook social network. The number of accounts owned 
by Romanian users reached 7.2 million at the end of the second quarter of 2014. On monthly basis, 4 million 
unique users interact with these pages under the form of like, share or comment related to content or to a 
message (Facebrands, 2014a). The empowerment of consumers not only democratized the communication, 
but also transformed every customer in a “judge” that could “make or break” the image of any offline or 
online brand.

d) higher reliance on word-of-mouse/reviews made by other users. At present, consumers tend to 
trust to a higher extent the opinions and reviews of other users (that experienced a specific product/service 
or relationship with a company/brand) than the information provided by companies or brands by means of 
their communication campaigns. Today, consumers are those who manage the online communities rather 
than the brand managers. A survey made by Euromonitor International revealed the consumer trends based 
on a sample of 16,300 online consumers in nine major developed and emerging markets (Euromonitor 
International, 2013). According to the survey findings, 23% of respondents read reviews of products and 
services online at least weekly and 12% of respondents write a review for a product or service online at 
least weekly. In addition, a worldwide survey by Nielsen showed that 84% of global respondents are mostly 
influenced by “earned advertising” in the form of word-of-mouth recommendations from friends and family. 
Mobile and online advertising registered some of the biggest increases in trust in 2013 compared to 2007. 
About half of consumers trust ads in search engine results, online video ads and ads on social networks (The 
Nielsen Company, 2013a). 

e) exacerbated need for approval and recognition. In the digital environment, there is a visible pressure 
on consumers – especially on the young ones – to get the approval and recognition of the others. Even if 
they assert their individuality, young consumers are in fact struggling to be recognized as members of the 
desired digital community. 

f) declining attachment to a specific brand. On one side, consumers are enticed by vendors to 
experiment new products that are launched in the market. On the other side, the tougher economic conditions 
that placed a strain on the budget of individuals and of their families generate a significant interest in the 
private brands of retailers/distributors on the expense of the own brands of manufacturers. According to a 
Nielsen survey, 54% of consumers from Europe are encouraged by better prices to switch brands/service 
providers/retailers, 22% by better quality and 11% by better service agreement. In addition, the switching 
sentiment is higher for online retailers, respectively 45% of European customers are non-loyal towards 
online retailers (The Nielsen Company, 2013b). Thus, brands must identify creative solution to develop the 
relationships with consumers. 

g) people’s vote for novel and unique experiences. Faced with a wide array of possible choices in 
each category of goods and services, consumers will favor those who differentiate themselves by providing 
innovative and memorable experiences. The brands that consider crowdsourcing for the development of 
their products have higher chance to win consumers’ votes.

All these shifts in consumer behavior have direct implications on the marketing communication of brands. 
Firstly, the brands must be active in the media that is relevant for each target segment of customers. Digital 
media are preferred by many consumers, especially by the young ones. Secondly, marketers must identify the 
best media tools to engage consumers and provide them innovative marketing experiences. Thirdly, marketers 
should be aware that communication “power” switched from “paid media” to “earned media”, from companies to 
consumers. Finally, companies should develop their abilities to communicate in real-time with consumers in the 
digital environment.

2. ChALLENgES FOR BRANd COmmUNICATION IN ThE dIgITAL ENvIRONmENT
There are numerous differences between the traditional and the digital worlds. Marketers have to understand 

the specific challenges and meet them effectively. Some of the main challenges are:
a) moments of truth. The consumer decision process in the digital environment differs from the traditional 
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sequence of stages known by marketing managers. The former model included the following steps: need 
recognition, information search, purchase decision, post-purchase behavior. In the digital world, the sharing 
of experience reshapes the consumer decision process. The concept of “moment of truth” becomes crucial 
(Moran, Muzellec and Nolan, 2014). The “zero moment of truth” is experienced by consumers when they 
search for information. The “first moment of truth” is experienced in front of the shelf. The “second moment 
of truth” is represented by the actual contact with the product or service. And the “third moment of truth” 
consists in sharing the experience with other customers. Thus, marketers have to learn how to communicate 
and develop relationships with customers considering the impact of experience sharing on other potential 
customers.

b) difficult monetization. The communication campaigns in social networks may generate large numbers 
of “Likes” and “Shares” from potential customers. However, the financial return on investment in the digital 
campaigns is difficult not only to estimate but also to achieve. Nevertheless, the results of a digital campaign 
could contribute to enhancing brand value. 

c) social media metrics. Experts recognize that marketers have at their disposal a large range of metrics 
in order to evaluate the results of the digital campaigns. Examples are volume, share of voice, engagement, 
advocates, return on investment, leads generated and response time. A significant challenge resides in 
attributing the conversion to a specific digital channel when marketers apply an integrated communication 
campaign that combines digital and non-digital media (Barger and Labrecque, 2013). In addition, marketers 
should use the right metrics to assess success not the most accessible or convenient indicators (Rappaport, 
2014). Questions still remain to be answered: “How could synergies among channels be measured?” or 
“How could companies measure the effectiveness of their investment if they cannot attribute results to a 
specific channel in the case of integrated marketing communication campaigns?”.

The above mentioned challenges are only some of the major ones faced by marketers.

3. ROmANIA: BRANdS ON SOCIAL NETwOkS ANd RELEvANT mETRICS
Several major brands which are active on the Romanian market decided to invest in digital marketing. 

Brands of international manufacturers and retailers of fast moving consumer goods are present on the Romanian 
pages of the social networks, especially on Facebook.

Marketers and brand fans have the opportunity to apply to services that monitor the social network pages. 
Some of these services are specialized in a specific network, such as Facebrands.ro. Other services - such 
as Socialbakers.com - provide statistics relative to several social networks. Since 2011, the monitoring service 
Facebrands.ro that was established by STANDOUT and BYTE FLUX has provided data about the activity of users 
on Facebook, as well as about the evolution and activity of the Romanian pages on this network. Established 
in 2008, Socialbakers is a company with the headquarters in the Czech Republic, which provides social media 
network statistics based on the analysis of Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn and You Tube. Since the 
launch of Socialbakers.com in 2009, more than 200,000 companies (among which Lufthansa, L’Oreal, Danone, 
Vodafone, Samsung, GE Money etc.) have applied to this monitoring service on monthly basis.

On July 1, 2014, the number of Romanian pages on Facebook exceeded 25,000. During the first six month 
of 2014, the number of pages increased by 5%. The pinnacle of Facebook page creation in Romania was the year 
2011. At present, the category with the largest number of pages is “local businesses”. According to Facebrands, 
on July 1, 2014, the number of pages corresponding to major Facebook categories was the following: 2,616 for 
“Local businesses”; 1,582 for “Art & culture”; 1,397 for “Health & personal care”; 1,396 for “Online shops”; 1,058 
for “Blogs” (Facebrands, 2014a).

Based on the monitoring data provided by Facebrands, on July 10, 2014, the Top 10 ranking of the Romanian 
pages on Facebook was dominated by eight personal brands of singers and entertainment stars. However, the 
Top 10 did not include any international or national brand of goods. In terms of media brands, the Top 10 included 
only the following two: the magazine Playboy Romania with 3.1 million fans and the TV channel PRO TV with 
1.78 million fans. 

The Appendix 1 presents the brands of goods and services ranked in the Top 100 Romanian pages on 
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Facebook according to the number of fans, on the basis of data provided by Facebrands. In creating the list of 
brands of goods and services, the personal brands were not considered. Nevertheless, the Facebook pages of 
the television stations, radio channels, magazines and newspapers were taken into account as service brands. 
The analysis of the structure of the Top 100 leads to several conclusions relative to brand communication on the 
Romanian Facebook pages:

a) personal brands. Singers, entertainment stars and music bands use Facebook pages as an important 
tool in their communication strategy. In the Top 100 Romanian pages on Facebook, 62% are pages that 
promote such personal brands. The number of fans varies between 13.1 million of the singer Inna who ranks 
first in the Top 100 and 611,295 of the music band Voltaj.

b) media brands. Among the Top 100 Romanian pages on Facebook range 13 brands of TV stations, 
radio channels, magazines and newspapers. The percentage of media channels that created own pages 
on Facebook is significant. In general, the major offline media players are those that have developed their 
presence in this social network.

c) other brands in the service sectors. Besides media operators, there are nine other brands that 
experiment communication on Facebook pages. Out of these, one is a sport brand (FC Steaua Bucuresti), 
two are retail brands (Lidl Romania and eMag), three belong to the restaurant category (foodpanda, 
McDonald’s Romania and KFC) and three are telecommunication companies (Vodafone Romania, Orange 
Romania and Cosmote Romania). Lidl Romania holds a strong position among these service brands with 
1,345,631 fans, while each telco brand has less than 700,000 fans.

d) brands of goods. There are extremely few brands of goods - either international or national - in the 
Top 100. In fact there are only 16 brands that belong to the following categories: automotive; food & drinks; 
family & children; health & personal care; home & garden; IT&C. These brands are part of the portfolios 
of multinational groups. In essence, the brands with the largest number of fans on Facebook are not the 
strongest brands of goods on the Romanian market. In addition, out of the 16 brands of goods within the Top 
100 Romanian pages on Facebook, 12 brands have a relatively limited fan base, gathering less than one 
million fans each.
The reports issued by Socialbakers use the word “brand” from a narrow perspective, specifically in relation 

with goods and services, not with media. In addition, besides information about the top Facebook brands, the 
monitoring service provides additional information such as: Top Facebook brands by engagement rates and top 
socially devoted Facebook brands. The Top 5 Facebook brand pages according to the report on the month of 
June 2014 were the following: Lidl Romania, AQUA Carpatica, Coca-Cola and two pages of Pepsi (Socialbakers, 
2014a). The number of fans from Romania and the amplitude of the overall fan base of the Top 20 brands are 
presented in the Appendix 2. Except for nine brands (Lidl Romania, AQUA Carpatica, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Avon 
Space, McDonald’s Romania, Doncafe, Samsung Mobile Romania and Nivea) the rest of the Top 20 Facebook 
brands from Romania have each a fan base below 700,000 persons at national level. 

The campaigns on social networks may be evaluated by means of several metrics. For the brands with 
Romanian pages on Facebook, some of these metrics are the following:

a) number of fans. Most of the fan base of these brands is made of Romanian fans.
b) engagement rate. The metric reflects the percentage of the fan base of a brand that interacts on 

average with a brand post. The average engagement rate is calculated as the average number of likes, 
comments and shares per post on a given day, divided by the total number of fans for the page. The average 
engagement rate per post was 0.12% in June 2014 (Socialbakers, 2014a). This value was computed 
considering only the pages with more than 10,000 fans between 1 June and 30 June 2014.

c) response rate. The indicator is calculated as the percentage of user wall posts that get responded 
by the company owning the brand. The average response rate for the brands from Romania with pages on 
Facebook was 54% in June 2014 (Socialbakers, 2014a). 

d) response time. This metric reflects the time interval between the moment when the user places a post 
on the wall and the moment when the company answers the post. In June 2014, the average response time 
was 104 minutes for Lidl Romania, compared to 510 minutes for Vodafone Romania and 652 minutes for 
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Pepsi (Socialbakers, 2014a).
The presence of the Romanian brands on Twitter is far less significant than on Facebook. According to 

the number of followers, the first Romanian brand is Vodafone Romania (@vodafonebuzz) with 11,663 persons 
(Socialbakers, 2014c). The other Romanian brands which have a profile on Twitter have fewer than 10,000 
followers. The Twitter profile Sport Couture (@SportCoutureRo) ranked on the 98 place has only 3 followers, 
even if it is following 26 accounts.  

As a more recent social network appeared in the digital environment, google+ did not reach the same 
performance level in Romania as Facebook and not even as Twitter in terms of number of brands that created 
profiles on this network. At the end of the first decade of July 2014, a total number of 14 profiles were monitored by 
Socialbakers (Socialbakers, 2014d). The profile ranked first in the Top Google + brands in Romania was miniPRIX 
with 268 followers and following 163 profiles. The second in the ranking was eSKY Romania with 83 followers 
and following one profile. 

4. ROmANIA: SUCCESSFUL EXAmPLES OF COmmUNICATION IN SOCIAL NETwORkS 
An ever greater number of social media campaigns capture the interest of Romanian consumers. Agencies 

specialized in social media develop campaigns for various brands. Most appreciated agencies are the winners 
of the Internetics Gala. In 2013, the winning agencies were: CAP & SENIORHYPER, CARAT România (together 
with Mediafax Group), Colorbitor Digital, GreenPixel Interactive, HMedia România, iLeo (with Arsenoaiei & 
Mătășel), Interactions, Kaleidoscope Proximity, Kinecto, Kubis, MRM Worldwide România (with BV McCann 
Erickson România & UM România), Publicis Bucharest, The Practice România and Webstyler (together with 
GMP Advertising) (International Advertising Association Romania, 2013). 

Hereinafter, two successful examples of campaigns in social networks are presented. They have been 
selected from a diverse array of campaigns. The criteria considered in selecting the case studies were the 
following: (i) campaigns that have been completed and their results are known (campaigns run in 2013); (ii) 
campaigns of brands with a significant presence in social networks in terms of the number of fans; (iii) campaigns 
run especially on Facebook because it captured the attention of more Romanians than other social networks; (iv) 
campaigns that were nominated or that won prizes in national or international galas/festivals etc.

The marketing communication success of Lidl in social media is proven by the first rank held due to the 
fan base that exceeds one million persons on Facebook in Romania. In July 2013, for two weeks, Lidl Discount 
Romania ran the campaign “Lidl Live Social Grill” (Lidl Discount Romania, 2013a, 2013b). The agency that 
authored the campaign was MRM Worldwide. This campaign was nominated for the category “Social Media 
Campaigns” of the Internetics Gala of 2013. “Lidl Live Social Grill” had the following coordinates:

a) digital innovation. The online application „LIDL – Live Social Grill” was developed. The Facebook 
fans interested to participate had to install the application on their computers based on the indications from 
the address https://apps.facebook.com/livesocialgrill. This campaign used “live streaming” in order to allow 
fans to see in real time the products prepared by chefs on the grill situated in the parking lot of a Lidl store in 
Bucharest (street Ziduri intre Vii).

b) campaign mechanics. The core target of the campaign was represented by the owners of Facebook 
accounts. The extended target also included the customers buying from the Lidl stores. The campaign 
mechanics implied the following steps: (i) the Facebook fans were invited to watch the live transmission on 
www.facebook.com/lidlromania during a preset daily interval (from 12.00 to 18.00) in the period 15-28 July 
2013; (ii) the chefs filled the grill five times a day with stakes and other grill specialties; (iii) fans interested to 
win the contest and get as instant prize one of the grilled products had to be the first to tag with their names 
the products placed on the grill; (iv) the fans could also tweet the chef to state their grilling preferences; (v) 
the grill specialties were delivered to the winning fans if they were located in Bucharest; (vi) vouchers of 10 
lei were distributed to the winning fans from other places than Bucharest to be used in Lidl stores to buy 
barbeque products; (vii) if untagged grill products were available, customers buying merchandise of at least 
50 lei from the Lidl store Ziduri intre Vii could be offered grilled specialties. 
Major strong points of the campaign were the following: (i) the innovative approach of real-time marketing; 
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(ii) the unexpected type of instant prizes considered for the promotion campaign; (iii) the offline support for the 
online campaign, respectively the logistic delivery infrastructure (vehicles with Lidl logo) able to provide rapid 
transportation in less than 45 minutes.

“Lidl Live Social Grill” generated the following results: (i) 400,000 visitors; (ii) 120,000 active users; (iii) 10 
min. 45 sec. average time spent on site; (iv) 3,800 users tagged themselves on Lidl products; (v) 30,000 new 
Facebook fans for Lidl Discount Romania. These figures are important from the perspective of the campaign 
objectives. Lidl Romania started the campaign when the amplitude of its fan base was 957 thousand persons. 
The company aimed on short term to increase the number of fans and surpass the “threshold” of one million. This 
objective was accomplished within a time lag after the “Lidl Live Social Grill” campaign.

Coca-Cola provides examples of successful marketing communication campaigns in social media in 
Romania. Relevant cases are “Coca-Cola: The banner duet”, “Coca-Cola: Live tweets” and “Coca-Cola: Radar 
for Good”. 

“Coca-Cola: The banner duet” is a campaign developed for Coca-Cola Romania by McCann Erickson 
Romania and MRM Worldwide Romania (McCann Erickson Romania, 2014). At the Webby Awards - the most 
important international advertising festival that rewards digital excellence - the campaign won three prizes: The 
Webby Award at the category “Display & Banner Advertising”, The Webby People’s Voice Award at the category 
“Display & Banner Advertising” and The Webby People’s Voice Award at the category “Banner Campaigns”. The 
“Coca-Cola: The banner duet” also won the Silver Drum in the Digital Category at Golden Drum Awards 2013, 
the international advertising festival held in Portoroz (Slovenia). The campaign launched in July 2013 had the 
following coordinates:

a) digital innovation. The campaign used a link to an interactive Internet banner that fans could call to 
(not click on as in the case of usual banners) in order to connect to a well-known rock star through their 
mobile phones. This apparently simple process was based on a more complex communication approach. 
In fact, the organizers did not use a single banner that could be seen identically and simultaneously by 
everybody. Actually, when calling, the fans could speak to and see Adi Despot - the lead singer of the “Vita de 
Vie” rock band. Each fan felt like being in direct connection with Adi Despot, talking to him and receiving real 
time answers from the rock star. Each fan had the opportunity to sing over the phone the song “Star Dust” 
and be recorded during a personalized digital duet with Adi Despot.

b) campaign mechanics. In the first phase, the voices of 1,600 calling fans from all around the country 
were recorded and 1,300 became part of the band. In a second phase, participants were rewarded for their 
effort: (i) best voices received a video on You Tube with their personal duets; (ii) best voices got single album 
releases with their featuring; (iii) recorded voices were integrated in the official video that was presented on 
MTV; (iv) chance to win tickets for the concert of “Vita de Vie” at B’ESTFEST festival; (v) integration of the 
best recorded voices in a “virtual band” presented on stage during the concert of “Vita de Vie” at B’ESTFEST 
festival, connecting the virtual fans with the real ones participating in the event.  

c) part of an integrated marketing communication (ImC) campaign. “Coca-Cola: The banner duet” 
also known as “Share a Coca-Cola with Adi Despot at B’ESTFEST” was part of the IMC campaign “Share 
a Coca-Cola”. The creative idea of the campaign which was run in summer 2013 consisted in replacing 
the logo on the Coca-Cola cans and bottles with 150 Romanian names so that consumers could surprise 
their friends with a can/bottle personalized with their first name. The IMC campaign included: TV spots, 
digital support, public relations, advertising in cinemas, billboard advertising, ads on buses in Bucharest and 
Constanta. 

d) use of offline and online activation tools within the ImC campaign. During the entire summer 
2013, consumers could share Coca-Cola both offline and online. By means of the site www.shareacocacola.
ro, consumers sent more than 480,000 virtual cans to their friends on the Facebook social network. All the 
content generated during the campaign “Share a Coca Cola” was placed on the site www.shareacocacola.
ro and presented on the social media channels of Coca-Cola. According to a special activation, consumers 
could post the names of their dear ones on the exterior screens of the Cocor store in Bucharest. Thus, 8,500 
persons saw their first name on the screens. Another special activation tool consisted in a surprise party 
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was organized by Coca-Cola for Mihaela Padure, a 23 years old fan which was the most active fan on the 
Facebook page of the brand. She had also experienced a trip with the helicopter over Bucharest in order to 
see her name displayed on the emblematic Coca-Cola bottle from Piata Romana.
Major strong points of “Coca-Cola: The banner duet” campaign are the following: (i) the new and distinctive 

brand experience lived by participants; (ii) the innovative technology used to connect consumers that were at 
distances of hundred and thousands of kilometers from each other; (iii) the offline and online activation in line with 
the present trend in the online advertising which consists in involving consumers initially online and continuing 
in the real world; (iv) the synergy with other components of the IMC campaign; (v) the campaign results. This 
campaign generated 4.59 million media impressions. About one million people saw the concert live on TV. In 
addition, 20,000 people felt part of the band consisting in the integrated recorded voices. 

The campaigns that were presented are only two case studies from the continuously evolving diversity of 
brand communication projects initiated on the social network pages in Romania. Both cases have used social 
networks with a view to accomplish the objective to engage customers and to provide them innovative and 
attractive experiences. However, each campaign had a different primary objective. The campaign “Lidl Live 
Social Grill” focused on Facebook in order to develop the fan base and contribute to reaching the aim to surpass 
the “psychological threshold” of one million fans. The second case highlights the orientation towards including the 
social network campaign into an integrated marketing communication campaign able to refresh and consolidate 
the image of a brand with a strong equity and with a long market experience.  

5. CONCLUSIONS ANd RECOmmENdATIONS
Several major conclusions can be drawn relative to the brand communication in social networks in 

Romania:
a) social networks became a marketing communication tool in Romania. Firstly, an ever greater 

number of companies develop their presence in social networks. Online pages are created for product or 
corporate brands. Secondly, marketers invest increased budgets in communication campaigns in digital 
media. This fact is reflected by the share of 15% held by the digital media in the overall media budgets spent 
in 2013 in Romania (Initiative Media, 2014). In 2013, according to Initiative Media findings, the digital media 
market in Romania reached 46.2 million Euro, respectively 12% more than in 2012. For 2014, a growth of 
8% is estimated, up to 60 million Euro. 

b) early growth stage. At present, the marketing communication on social networks is in an early stage of 
development in Romania. On one side, there are major brands that have not made yet substantial efforts to 
develop the relationships with potential and existing customers in the digital environment. On the other side, 
indicators such as Internet penetration and number of accounts in social networks have still room to develop 
in Romania. Nevertheless, the social networks have significant potential to evolve into a more powerful tool 
of marketing communication on the Romanian market.

c) skills outsourcing. Major companies willing to develop their presence in the social networks apply to 
the services of agencies specialized in digital communication. The capabilities existing in Romania are also 
appreciated at international level, fact reflected by the nominations and prizes won in international festivals/
events in this field.

d) parity point or differentiation point. For major international brands, the use of social networks in the 
digital strategy and in the IMC strategy became a parity point. For instance, a Facebook campaign became 
a “must have” for marketers targeting either mainstream market or especially young consumers. However, 
the practice in this field shows that differentiation may be achieved not only through messages but also by 
means of the type of social media used. For example, AQUA Carpatica relied more than all other brands 
on Instagram. In February 2013, they launched a photo contest “Un strop de iubire” on Instagram, besides 
having a significant fan base on Facebook.

For mangers of the Romanian brands willing to communicate more actively in the social networks, some 
recommendations should be highlighted:

a) to avoid the digital myopia. The use of digital media is not a purpose in itself. The media must be 
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selected and used according to the preferences and behavior of the target consumers.
b) to design compelling propositions able to engage consumers. The campaigns aiming to achieve 

success in the market must have a direct, clear and easy to understand message. The mechanics of the 
campaigns must engage consumers in the relationship with the brand. The use of a smart combination of 
offline and online activation tools is beneficial. The rewards for high levels of engagement should be relevant 
to the target fans, as well as innovative and pleasantly surprising. Rewards consisting in discounts will less 
likely be memorable and enhance the brand value. 

c) to develop integrated marketing communication  campaigns. For increased effectiveness in the 
communication with customers, marketers have to correlate the messages conveyed through classical 
channels and through digital media (especially social networks). Dedicating the entire communication budget 
to social networks is not a relevant or viable approach. The impact of a campaign may be enhanced by the 
synergy between classic and new media. 
New technologies will be a major driver of the expansion of marketing communication in the social networks. 

Besides the new challenges raised by the digital environment, some of the traditional principles of marketing 
management still remain valuable. Among them, differentiation through innovation and creativity, as well as clear 
and well defined objectives and metrics must be a priority for the Romanian brands in the communication in social 
networks.
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Appendix 1
brands of goods and services in the Top 100 Romanian pages on Faceboo

Overall rank1 Specific 
rank2 Category brand name 

number 
of fans 

4 1 Magazines Playboy.Romania 3,106,567

10 2 TV PRO TV 1,785,181

11 3 Radio KISS FM 1,774,455

14 4 Automotive Smart (dAImLER Ag) 1,697,758
16 5 Radio Radio ZU 1,575,457

17 6 Sport FC STEAUA Bucuresti 1,500,896

20 7 Retailing Lidl Romania 1,347,046
27 8 Family & Children Philips AvENT 1,180,567
29 9 TV Kanal D Romania 1,169,462

31 10 Food & drinks Campari Romania 1,090,922
32 11 TV ANTENA 1 1,088,990

34 12 TV Romania TV 1,072,634

37 13 TV Discovery Romania 1,033,242

39 14 Food & drinks AqUA Carpatca 1,009,264
41 15 Restaurants foodpanda 965,318
43 16 TV Realitatea.NET 932,815

45 17 health & Personal Care Avon Space 883,517
46 18 Food & drinks Coca-Cola 872,074
49 19 Restaurants mcdonald’s Romania 857,373
50 20 General News Libertatea.ro 836,401

53 21 Food & drinks Pepsi 826,066
56 22 Food & drinks doncafe 817,757
62 23 IT&C Samsung mobile Romania 786,346
64 24 health & Personal Care nivea 763,657
68 25 Restaurants kFC 749,875
70 26 Food & drinks Carte d’Or 737,025
73 27 Retailing emag 714,686
75 28 TV Utv 707,180

76 29 home and garden Tefal 706,719
81 30 TV MTV Romania 689,555

82 31 IT&C vodafone Romania 680,995
87 32 Products Lenor Parfumelle 660,927
89 33 IT&C Orange Romania 652,329
92 34 Food & drinks Ursus 638,737
93 35 IT&C Cosmote Romania 634,322
94 36 Radio Radio 21 Romania 630,936

95 37 Food & drinks heineken 630,681
97 38 IT&C Philips Tv 612,143

Source: Based on Facebrands, 2014b.
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Note:  (1)  Position in the overall ranking of Romanian pages on Facebook. (2) Position in the ranking 
of the Romanian pages of good and service brands on Facebook. (3) Corporate brand or product brand. (4) 
Number of fans on July 10, 2014, at 11.00 a.m..

Appendix 2
Top 20 Facebook brands from Romania1

Crt. No. Page2 Romanian Fans3 Fans4

1.
 Lidl Romania 

1,259,176 1,346,848

2.
AQUA Carpatica 

955,865 1,009,240

3.
Coca-Cola 

872,074 85,441,196

4.
Pepsi 

826,300 32,544,674

5.
 Pepsi 

823,289 826,066

6.
Avon Space 

803,351 883,340

7.
McDonald’s Romania 

796,014 857,231

8.
Doncafe

754,183 817,730

9.
Samsung Mobile Romania 

730,149 786,284

10.
NIVEA 

726,914 14,474,625

11.
NIVEA 

704,623 763,661

12.
KFC 

694,697 694,439

13.
KFC 

694,416 32,022,770

14.
eMAG

679,550 714,690

15.
Orange 

655,299 7,090,028

16.
Orange 

653,465 654,174

17.
Proiectul Rosia Montana

645,832 715,657

18.
Vodafone Romania 

635,276 680,084

19.
Heineken 

628,204 17,871,210
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Crt. No. Page2 Romanian Fans3 Fans4

20.
Lenor Parfumelle

600,612 660,927

Source: Socialbakers, 2014b.
Note: (1) July 2014. (2) Pages of brands excluding media pages. (3) Romanian fans from the overall fan 

base of the page. (4) Total number of fans within the overall fan base of the page.
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Abstract: The digital economy is everywhere; it has transformed and will continue to transform the economy, 
in terms of productivity and connectivity. This Article provides a descriptive summary on the dynamics of 
digitalization including risks and opportunities for multinational companies with the focus on EU market. The 
European Commission has adopted several new priorities for the digital economy and society. The digital 
economy is growing at seven times the rate of the rest of the economy. Today’s priorities follow a comprehensive 
policy review and place new emphasis on the most transformative elements of the original 2010 Digital Agenda 
for Europe (DAE)71. 

Keywords: digital economy, Information and Communication Technology, business models, multinational 
companies, European Commission.

ChARACTERIzATION OF ThE dIgITAL ECONOmy IN TEChNOLOgICAL TERmS
The digital economy has impacted all the sectors of the economy and social activities, for instance: retail, 

transports, financial services, manufacturing, education, healthcare, media and so on. It has implications much 
beyond the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector. In addition, the internet is empowering 
people in a new and different way to create and share their ideas, giving rise to new content, entrepreneurs and 
markets.

The digital economy has built on previous technological innovations (or hardware) such as personal 
computers (for end users) and telecommunications via fibre, cable or wireless (Internet Services Providers). On 
the software side, specific software is used and developed at various levels (layers) for resources (raw data, 
digital content, executable code), accessibility (operating systems, internet protocols, Application Programming 
Interfaces), applications (software resources creating value), gate keeping (authentication, payment, geo-location) 
and finally machine-to-human interface. The integration of activities at various levels (resources, accessibility, 
applications) generates the value that make specific business models profitable. In recognition of the important 
societal and economic benefits that can be derived from ICT and the internet, the Digital Agenda for Europe (DAE) 
was launched in 2010 as one of the seven flagships of Europe 2020, Europe’s growth strategy for the period 2010-
2020. The DAE identified a series of actions aimed at placing the EU at the forefront of digital technologies and 
was reinforced in the DAE Review communication (2012)72.

ThE ImPORTANCE OF ThE dIgITAL ECONOmy
Defining what constitutes the digital economy has proven problematic, as it is becoming increasingly difficult 

to separate the two as the use of technologies becomes more commonplace. The DAE Review emphasized the 
influence digital technologies were having on jobs and growth, noting that the internet is empowering people to 
create and share their ideas, giving rise to new content, entrepreneurs and markets. Half of all productivity growth 
derives from investment in ICT. Internet traffic is doubling every 2–3 years and mobile internet traffic every year. 
By 2015 there will be 25 billion wirelessly connected devices globally; doubling to 50 billion in 2020.

Mobile data traffic is expected to increase 12-fold between 2012 and 2018, and data traffic on smartphones 

71 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/digital-agenda-europe

72 http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/digital-do-list-new-digital-priorities-2013-2014
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to increase 14 times by 2018. There are more than 4 million ICT workers across many sectors in Europe and their 
number is growing by 3 per cent annually despite the crisis.

Because of the ever-changing technologies of the ICT sector and because of the widespread diffusion of 
the digital economy within the whole economy, it can no longer be described as a separate part, or subset, of the 
mainstream economy. However, it is possible to characterize it through a set of key features: mobility, use of data 
and network effects:

• The digital economy enhances mobility in many different dimensions. For example, intangible property 
is one of the features of the digital economy - The associated rights are easily transferrable to low-taxation 
jurisdictions. Users and customers can also perform commercial activities across borders which challenges 
traditional tax systems.

•Data as a source of value is a key feature of the digital economy. Data are collected from several market 
players and activities. The increasing capacity to collect, store and treat massive flows of data has led to the 
concept of “big data” that could generate value either in private (marketing) or public (government) activities.

•Network effects are pervasive in the digital economy. They have allowed private value creation especially 
through so-called multi-sided business models. In those models, several groups of persons interact through a 
platform, resulting in positive or negative externalities. If many examples could be quoted of multi-sided business 
models (e.g. payment card system, operating system, media industry), the most famous one is that of compulsory 
advertising considered as a negative externality (intrusive, unattractive) which is compensated by the low-cost or 
even free offer of a service (e.g. search engines).

ATTEmPTS TO mEASURE dIgITAL ECONOmy
As stated above, given the difficulty in quantifying what constitutes the ‘digital economy’, attempts to 

measure the digital economy have proven similarly problematic. A number of high profile studies – reports by 
McKinsey Global Institute73 and Boston Consulting Group74 – have attempted to explore this issue, and the various 
findings have been widely quoted in other media:

• In launching the Digital Agenda for Europe in 2010, the European Commission provided data to indicate 
that the ICT sector represents 4.8 per cent of the EU economy; generates 25 per cent of total business R&D; and 
ICT sector and investment in ICT are responsible for 50 per cent of productivity growth.

• McKinsey examined data from the G8 and 5 other countries (Brazil, China, India, South Korea and Sweden) 
to determine the impact of the internet on economic performance.

They calculated that the internet accounted for 3.4 per cent of GDP, and had fuelled 21 per cent of GDP 
growth in the preceding five years. Internet usage by SMEs was estimated to create a 10 per cent rise in their 
productivity.

• Boston Consulting Group estimated that by 2016 the Internet economy in the G-20 economies will be worth 
USD 4.2 trillion (up from USD 2.3 trillion in 2010) and that the Internet contributes to as much as 8 per cent and 
over 12 per cent of GDP in South

Korean and the United Kingdom, respectively. The study notes that while economic growth as a whole is 
slow in most of the G-20 countries, the Internet economy will grow at an annual rate of 8 per cent, far outpacing 
growth in more ‘traditional’ sectors.

Indeed, they calculated the Internet’s contribution to GDP is estimated to increase to 5.7 per cent in the EU 
and 5.3 per cent for the combined G-20 countries by 2016. Overall, it is estimated that the Internet economy in 
the G-20 will double in size between 2010 and 2016, with the fastest growth taking place in developing markets 
hoping the reap the benefits from investments in broadband infrastructure. In most countries, consumption will be 
the main driver of “Internet GDP”.

• The effects of new developments like the App Economy which began with the launch of the Apple App 
Store just five years ago. Downloads of applications – “apps” – total around 100 billion with nearly 1 million apps 
available across an increasing number of app stores. The economic impact is significant and growing. A report 

73 http://www.mckinsey.com/features/sizing_the_internet_economy

74 https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/media_entertainment_strategic_planning_4_2_trillion_ opportunity_internet_economy_g20/
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commissioned by the industry mention revenues of more than €10 billion per annum or jobs in the order of 
790.000 across the whole EU economy.

It is difficult to compare the reliability of those measurements as those studies make use of different 
aggregates and different methodologies. For example the ICT sector considers only ICT producing companies, 
and ICT investment measures expenditure in ICT capital goods by the rest of the economy including sectors 
beyond the ‘traditional’ ICT intensive sectors. 

The internet economy and the digital economy are two largely overlapping concepts since two characteristics 
of the digital economy examined above, namely, (digital) data as source of value and pervasive I network effects 
almost always involve data exchange through Internet protocols. To translate the concept of internet economy into 
measurement practice, some of the above mentioned studies put together ICT producing industries (i.e. the ones 
providing internet infrastructure) with the ones making use of the infrastructure (e.g. internet services), sometimes 
including also things like the full value of eCommerce traded goods that are difficult to justify. These measurement 
issues reflect the conceptual difficulty already signaled in the previous section of clearly separating the digital 
dimension of the economy from the other dimensions.

dIgITAL TEChNOLOgy: TRANSFORmATION OF ECONOmIC FUNdAmENTALS
Some pioneering studies have provided empirical ground for the quantification of the characteristics of the 

digital economy. A study by Brynjolfsson, McAfee, Sorell and Zhu8 shows75 that in sectors that invested massively 
in ICT capital the distance (in terms of profitability) between market leaders and competitors has increased greatly 
after 1995 (a period characterized by the surge in ICT investment), compared a relative stability of the less 
intensive ICT sectors (Figure 1). The same study also finds that more ICT intensive sectors witness significantly 
higher turbulence (expressed as average changes in firms’ sales rankings) than less ICT intensive sectors.

Fig. 1: Profitability in IT intensive industries (profit disparity between most profitable and least profitable companies in 

segment, as measured by inter-quartile range). Black denotes high IT intensive sectors, dark grey denotes medium IT intensive 

sectors and light grey denotes low IT intensive sectors.

On the macro side it is more difficult to measure the impact of the digital economy on the whole economy as 
the two have become more and more entwined. Given that digital business models are present in more and more 
sectors of the economy it is not possible to come up with the size of the digital economy as a percentage of GDP. 
It is possible to estimate the impact that ICT-led innovation has had on growth. 

The result is that 74 per cent of the growth in market sector labor productivity in the US in the period 1995- 
2007 was led by ICT (and complementary) investments. The contribution in the EU27 was only of 60 per cent and 
for a much lower total. Labor productivity figures for the US in recent years are low however (even accounting for 

75 Brynjolfsson E. , McAfee J., Sorell M. and Zhu F. (2009), “Scale without mass: Business process replication and industry dynamics”, Working Paper, MIT
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the crisis) and have led some authors to question the role of GPT that mainstream economists attribute to ICT.
ICT fails to show up in productivity statistics, as the digital economy makes the measurement of outputs 

increasingly difficult. Costly analogue goods are replaced by cheaper digital alternatives.
For example, music and DVDs have quickly been replaced by downloadable media files or streaming 

services: the quality of the goods has not decreased and on the converse has actually increased by the addition 
of additional features (e.g. timeliness, ubiquitous access, zero storage space and weight13). But on GDP statistics 
this shows up as a decrease since they are considered different kinds of goods and analogic equivalents are 
pricier.

The correcting mechanism should be the introduction of hedonic prices for comparisons between analogic 
and digital versions of products. This distortion is even more pronounced, and corrections even more difficult, in 
the case of free goods that are abundant in the digital economy (e.g. email accounts, social networks, and search 
engines). Another aspect that fails to be taken into account is the increased variety of goods made available by 
the digital revolution15 which while increasing welfare is not accounted for in GDP measures. 

The vast progress in digitalizing processes, in measuring them and in transmitting information has allowed 
companies to decentralise many functions in distant locations based on their advantages (e.g. low wages, skilled 
workforce); indeed, global value chains are made possible mainly by ICT-driven innovations. The derived gain 
from globalization is benefitting advanced economies and developing economies as well (at least those integrated 
in the value chains) which have experienced tremendous rates of growth in the past 20 years. Although gains from 
globalization have been substantial for some developing countries not all the merit has been accrued to ICT, at 
least not quantitatively for the difficulties of such an exercise.

Perhaps the most compelling reason for the low impact of ICT on GDP growth is that it may take decades 
for the full unfolding of complementary innovations enabled by a GPT. Syverson (2013)76 made an interesting 
analysis of labor productivity growth during the electrification era 

Fig. 2:  Labor productivity Growth during the Electrification Era (1890-1940) and the IT Era (1970-2012) 
in the United States (1915=100 and 1995=100)

2. BUSINESS mOdELS OF ThE dIgITAL ECONOmy
The digital economy has also led to innovation in business models: how goods and services are produced, 

how value is generated (e.g. users as a source of value) and how value is monetized (the respective place of free 
and pay services). The digital economy has given rise to certain forms of business model which are able to thrive 
in the new environment. There is some debate over whether the business models are strictly ‘new’, or whether 
they are merely logical extensions of existing business models – but there is little doubt that the companies that 
have adapted to new technologies have some characteristics in common:

• A propensity for intensive innovation.
• A tendency to make greater use of new sources of finance, e.g. venture capital, crowdfunding, etc.
• Emphasis on the importance of intangible assets rather than (traditional) fixed assets e.g. patents, 

76 Syverson C. (2013), “Will history repeat itself? Comments on ‘Is the Information Technology revolution over?’,”, International Productivity Monitor, Vol 25, pp. 25-36
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trademarks, copyrights, franchises, licences, etc., in the value creation and of electronic services as final products.
• Base their business model on network effects, user generated contents, collection and exploitation of 

personal data, etc.
• Significant cross-border E-commerce including the delivery of traditional forms of commerce through new 

channels. ICT helps digital firms to make innovations that are much more successful because it dramatically 
lowers the costs associated with four essential dimensions of innovation: measurement, experimentation, sharing 
and replication. It does so by digitizing these dimensions into bits of information and therefore making it possible 
to create, store and transmit them at virtually no-cost. With the decreasing costs of ICT (thanks to Moore’s law77), 
the digitization of these four dimensions will become possible in a growing number of sectors of economic activity 
spreading from initial ICT intensive sectors where this transformation was easier (e.g. music, publishing, audio-
visual, press, advertising, finance, travel) to other, ‘less obvious’ sectors.

The one constant that links the various digital economy models is the importance of the value of data and, 
increasingly, personal data. Much value is attached to the data that is generated by digital economy companies, 
or via the public sector. When the scale of these data is such that ordinary means of data collection and analysis 
are inadequate then we refer to Big Data; and it has become one of the key features of the digital economy. Value 
can be derived from its use and as such, companies have gone to great lengths to create goods and services that 
make maximum use of data available, in order to meet consumer demand. Yet the existence of data alone is not 
sufficient to generate value; the value comes from maximizing the efficacy of use from the actual data; but the 
challenge is deciding at which point and where the value is created. Furthermore, the data that is the lifeblood of 
the digital economy is increasingly being generated by users, rather than the companies themselves.

It is thus difficult to judge where the data is based and where it acquires value – and to where taxation should 
apply, particularly given that the universal principle for taxation is territoriality. In the digital world, such concepts 
are becoming increasingly redundant – the rise of cloud is likely to accelerate this trend. 

This data can be classified three ways. Firstly, collected data, whereby data entered by a user is tracked; 
secondly, submitted data, i.e. data that is specifically entered by a user, e.g. on a search engine; thirdly, inferred 
data, data that is compiled via pooling together various strands of data from a variety of sources.

Table 1: Comparison of EU and US ICT growth impacts
Europe United States

EU-15 
total 
eco-
nomy 
1995-

07

UE-15 
market 
sector 

1995-07

EU-27 total 
eco-
nomy

1995-
07

mar-
ket 

sector

1995-
07

total 
eco-
nomy

2001-
05

total 
eco-
nomy

2006-
11

total 
eco-
nomy

2001-
11

total 
eco-
nomy

2001-
05

total 
eco-
nomy

2006-
11

total 
eco-
nomy

2001-
11

GDP growth 2,2 2,5 2,0 1,1 1,5 3,1 3,5 2,4 0,7 1,5

Labor productivity growth 1,3 1,6 1,6 0,9 1,2 2,0 2,6 2,0 1,2 1,5

Contributions to LP growth:

IT investment/hour 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,3 0,3 0,7 0,9 0,5 0,4 0,5

MFP(TIC-production) 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,1 0,2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,3 0,4

MFP(TIC-use) 0,1 0,2 0,0 -0,1 -0,1 0,1 0,5 0,1 -0,1 0,0

%-point IT contribution to LP 0,7 1,0 0,7 0,3 0,4 1,3 1,9 1,1 0,5 0,9

Total IT as % of LP growth 57% 6-% 43% 32% 36% 64% 74% 54% 46% 55%

Total IT as % of GDP growth 34% 39% 34% 27% 30% 41% 55% 45% 78% 55%

The digitization of products and processes has made a huge and exponentially increasing amount of data 
available in various forms; examples include users’ web-clicks and machine-to-machine interactions.

77 That the number of transistors on a chip will double approximately every two years - http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/silicon-innovations/moores-law-technology.html
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This increased data availability has made it possible to measure and analyse phenomena to an extent never 
reached before. This, in turn, makes it easier to run controlled experiments and to measure the success of them 
with great precision.

Amazon and Google run hundreds of controlled experiment on their customers’ web interactions each and 
every day. Once an individual creates an innovation it can be more easily shared within an organization or a group 
through various e-channels: emails, wikis, social media, online fora etc., making them potentially more and more 
useful. Since products, services and even business processes can be digitalized, once experiments show that an 
approach works, this can be replicated at a marginal cost close to zero, at any distance for the desired amount.

The digitization of a growing number of goods, services and processes, accompanied by a huge access 
to information (often crowd-sourced) is quickly removing barriers. As a result, the economic rents of previous 
incumbents in many local markets are quickly disappearing and giving huge advantages to the best product, 
service or process in the market. More and more markets are therefore becoming a ‘winner-takes-all market’ 
where even small differences in quality between the best producer and the second best producer translate into 
huge differences in market share. Competition in this kind of market is based on innovation rather than price, 
resulting in high turbulence in the market; with incumbents quickly being displaced by more successful innovators 
- e.g. Facebook vs. MySpace - in a way that sounds very much like the model of ‘creative destruction’ presented 
by Joseph Schumpeter 60 years ago - Schumpeter J., (1942), “Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy”.

This mechanism is accentuated for digital services where the value of the service provided increases 
with the number of users of that service, i.e. what economists call network effects. A classic example of service 
exhibiting network effects is the telephone network; a digital one is Facebook. Network effects can be indirect 
(or exhibit two-sidedness) - that is, one population of users obtains benefits from the size of another population 
of users. An example of that is given by the app stores of Google and Apple where users are attracted to smart 
phone ecosystems that offer a large range of applications and developers are willing to write applications for 
operating systems with a large customer base.

While the digitization of products and the enlarging of their market has greatly increased competition on the 
vertical dimension of quality – creating ‘winner-takes-all’ markets and exacerbating the phenomenon of superstars 
in various fields (e.g. the media, sports, finance, corporate positions and growingly other sectors like health and 
higher education) – it has also allowed increased competition on the horizontal dimension of quality, increasing 
variety. While digitization has not only lowered the marginal costs of producing digital products but also fixed costs 
as well, the progress of telecommunications has made the market for digital products truly global increasing the 
economic viability for a growing number of actors to enter the markets for digital content, greatly increasing the 
available variety to levels unimaginable before the digital revolution. This has resulted in the widely observed 
phenomenon of the long tail where the majority of sales for a particular category of products (e.g. books, songs) 
are made by a handful of producers, but where a large population of producers exist that sell only a few copies.

Given the low barriers to the production and worldwide distribution of digital content, not only large players 
have a role but also very small producers. Individual persons can thrive in these digital business models - giving 
rise to the growing phenomenon of the so called micromultinationals. 

This large growth of customer’s base and even revenue without need of a large workforce thanks to the 
digitization of many business processes has been observed at all scales of activities even the largest ones. This 
phenomenon – known as scale without mass - is another key feature of the digital revolution (i.e. ICT enabled 
innovation).

The generation of value in the digital economy
Across the value chain, several sources of value can be identified. As with other sectors, the digital economy 

has followed an innovation-commoditisation cycle; therefore as commoditisation makes profit margins shrink and 
as value mainly derives from innovation, the source of value has evolved over time.

The technologies of the emerging times of the digital economy have been commoditized:
• Personal computers: this sector has experienced a sharp drop in prices and is now widely commoditized.
• Telecommunication networks: the services offered by the traditional Internet Service Providers (ISP) 
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have been largely commoditized; on the contrary, over-the-top (OTT) providers can deliver content (audio 
and video) directly to the end-user across all networks.

• Software: software has been largely commoditized: the standards of Internet (HTTP protocol, HTML 
and XML data formats, email protocols such as SMTP, POP and IMAP), but also Operating Systems, 
databases, web servers and browsers.

• In the most recent times, new sources of value have emerged:
• devices: integrated packages of hardware and software such as smartphones and tablets have 

constituted a new source of value; those devices are now increasingly diversified (internet access is 
not only through personal computers but also smartphones, tablets, connected TVs). Moreover, some 
companies are now diversifying to hardware which is regaining pace as a source of value; presently the 
digital economy is experiencing some return to a hardware-centric value generation.

• Content: it may be copyrighted or not copyrighted, produced by professionals or by users; it is a factor 
of attraction of users and updating contents increases the visibility of websites through search engines; 
so-called earned contents are directly produced by users.

• Users: they have become a major source of value in the production of contents: internet encyclopaedia 
(e.g. Wikipedia), online video-sharing websites (e.g. YouTube), online social networks (e.g. Facebook); 
added to that they also provide digital businesses with many personal data that can be used to customize 
services (e.g. cookies) or to increase the productivity. Those personal data can be either submitted by 
users, observed or inferred; this phenomenon has attracted the attention of management science which 
has derived the concepts of “co-creation”, “crowdsourcing” or the more comprehensive concept of “Web 
2.0”. However, it should be noted that raw data has no value in itself and that some value could only be 
extracted through sophisticated tools.

• Cloud-computing: is based on the idea that given the commoditization of many individual sources of 
value, only the combination of those sources could generate value.

A new class of providers called Application Service Providers (ASP) has emerged; the services that they deliver 
are: infrastructure, computing platform (hardware, operating system, libraries, etc.), software, content and data.

Future technological developments will lead to new sources of value. A recent report by McKinsey Global 
Institute (MGI)78 identified 12 emerging technology trends that are expected to have large disruptive effects on the 
economy and provide new sources of growth. Unsurprisingly, a large number of them are ICT based.

The report also attempted to quantify the projected economic impacts of these technology trends, which 
include: Big Data, Cloud technology, autonomous vehicles, 3D printing, The Internet of Things and advanced 
robotics.

Generally speaking, both technological (miniaturisation) and business innovations (low marginal price of 
networks) have led to a reduction of barriers to entry in the Internet sector. As a consequence, companies that 
have been willing to maintain their market position have struggled to innovate (products, processes and business 
models). Therefore value creation has moved speedily from one sector to another and to one company to another.

The digital economy could be characterized by a combination of for-profit and not-for-profit activities (this is not 
specific to the digital economy e.g. free press, classified ads). Many sectors such as retailers and advertising have 
first adapted the traditional business models to digital technologies before developing specific business models.

Revenue generation on the digital economy derives from both direct payment (e.g. e-commerce) and 
indirect payment through the generation of value in one activity and its monetization through another activity (e.g. 
search engines).

Several sources of revenues can be identified:
1. indirect payment: advertising (the provider offers free digital content in exchange to compulsory 

advertising viewing), “hidden” fees (online operations subsidized by physical operations e.g. banks).
2. direct payments: digital content purchase or rentals, selling of goods, subscriptions (digital contents, 

software services e.g. anti-virus), selling of services, licensing, selling of data.
Although the actual product or service offered by the many digital economy companies may differ greatly, 

78 http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/disruptive_technologies
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there are many common features.
Many are based on what, on the surface, appear to be ‘free’ products – e.g. users of a search engine are not 

charged every time they make a search (for example: Skype offer a communication service that users can utilise 
for free; YouTube enables users to post and access content for free; Spotify enables users to access music for 
free. Facebook members are able to interact with one another, again free of charge. (In certain cases, users are able 
to pay a subscription in order to access premium services). Email accounts with whichever provider are free to open.

Apple’s modus operandi differs slightly; their products are often priced at a premium, but the additional 
products (e.g. apps) that enable enhanced use of the product are often free – a reversal of a typical business 
model, whereby the equipment is often priced relatively lowly to attract buyers, but the add-ons are relatively more 
costly (e.g. traditional console game format).

It could be queried as to whether some business models are truly ‘new’. For example, Amazon, although an 
online service, is arguably just the equivalent of a traditional store (albeit on a grander scale and without need to 
physically have a store). Moreover, the generation of income via advertisements arguably replicates the selling of 
advertisement space on television or radio. 

What does make a difference, however, is the unique, almost personalized manner in which advertisements 
track the user – by responding directly to their search-engine searches or direct clicks on to adverts.

Micro-multinationals & impact on work patterns
As observed by, amongst others, the Lisbon Council79, the digital economy has led to the phenomena of the 

micro-multinational – small firms with a global reach, unthinkable in the predigital age. Many of the leading digital 
economy companies started off in this way. The long term implications for working patterns of future generations 
could be profound.

In an era where larger corporations and governments are downsizing, individual working habits are changing 
with it. Individuals are increasingly opting to work for themselves, or as part of a smaller, more flexible and 
less hierarchical organisations. People will have multiple careers, in different fields. The conceptual norm of the 
workplace and working hours are adjusting; people can work from home, with colleagues and collaborators in 
separate continents, in a twenty-four/ seven environment.

The increasing digitisation of traditionally businesses as well as the appearance of purely digitally operating 
companies has an impact on the functioning of national and international tax systems, both direct and indirect. 
Do the new ways of interacting with customers, of marketing products and services and of generating income 
have an impact on the factors and features that determine where income tax is levied and how much income tax 
is due? How do new ways of interacting with customers and delivering products impact the levy and collection of 
consumption taxes such as VAT?

When discussing this impact, it is necessary to clarify the factors and elements that are relevant in 
determining liability to tax and taxable base, as well as of some the principles that govern these factors. This 
concerns both direct and indirect taxation80.

dIgITAL “TO-dO” LIST, PRIORITIES FOR 2014-2015
The European Commission has adopted several new priorities for the digital economy and society. Priorities 

follow a comprehensive policy review and place new emphasis on the most transformative elements of the original 
2010 Digital Agenda for Europe.

Full implementation of this updated Digital Agenda would increase European GDP by 5%, or 1500€ per 
person, over the next eight years, by increasing investment in ICT, improving eSkills levels in the labor force, 
enabling public sector innovation, and reforming the framework conditions for the internet economy. In terms 
of jobs, up to one million digital jobs risk going unfilled by 2015 without pan-European action while 1.2 million 
jobs could be created through infrastructure construction. This would rise to 3.8 million new jobs throughout the 

79 http://www.lisboncouncil.net/publication/publication/81-the-rise-of-the-micro-multinational-howfreelancers- and-technology-savvy-start-ups-are-driving-growth-jobs-and-innova-
tion.html

80 http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/good_governance_matters/digital/2014-03-13_fact_figures.pdf
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economy in the long term. 
New priorities are:
1. Create a new and stable broadband regulatory environment.
More private investment is needed in high speed fixed and mobile broadband networks. 
The Commission’s top digital priority for 2014-2015 is therefore finalizing a new and stable broadband 

regulatory environment. A package of ten actions in 2015 will include recommendations on stronger non-
discriminatory network access and new costing methodology for wholesale access to broadband networks, net 
neutrality, universal service and mechanisms for reducing the civil engineering costs of broadband roll-out. This 
will build on new Broadband State Aid Guidelines and the proposed Connecting Europe Facility loans. 

2. New public digital service infrastructures through Connecting Europe Facility
With Council support, the Commission will fast-track the roll out of digital services (especially their cross 

border interoperability) in eIDs and eSignatures, business mobility, eJustice, electronic health records and cultural 
platforms such as Europeana. eProcurement alone could save €100 billion per year and eGovernment can reduce 
the costs of administration by 15-20 %. 

3. Launch Grand Coalition on Digital Skills and Jobs
A coalition is needed to take practical steps to avoid one million ICT jobs going unfilled by 2015 because 

of lack of skilled personnel. Such an outcome is avoidable, and would be unacceptable at a time of high general 
unemployment. The Commission will coordinate public and private sector actions to: increase IT training 
placements, create more direct education-business links, agree standard job profiles and promote skill certification 
to help job mobility. The Commission will also deliver an action plan to support web entrepreneurs and make 
Europe more “start-up friendly”.

4. Propose EU cyber-security strategy and Directive
Security and freedom online go hand-in-hand. The EU should offer the world’s safest online environments, 

valuing user freedom and privacy. The Commission will deliver a strategy and proposed Directive to establish a 
common minimum level of preparedness at national level, including an online platform to prevent and counter 
cross-border cyber incidents, and incident reporting requirements. This will stimulate a larger European market 
for security and privacy-by-design products. 

5. Update EU’s Copyright Framework
Modernising copyright is key to achieving this Digital Single Market. Therefore the Commission seeks a 

solution of copyright-related issues where rapid progress was needed via a structured stakeholder dialogue in 
2013. In parallel the Commission will complete its on-going effort to review and the modernise the EU copyright 
legislative framework, with a view to a decision in 2014 on whether to table resulting legislative reform proposals 

6. Accelerate cloud computing through public sector buying power 
The Commission will launch pilot actions in the European Cloud Partnership, which harnesses public buying 

power to help create the world’s largest cloud-enabled ICT market, dismantling current national fortresses and 
negative consumer perceptions 

7. Launch new electronics industrial strategy
The Commission will propose an industrial strategy for micro- and nano-electronics, to increase Europe’s 

attractiveness for investment in design and production as well as growing its global market share. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Digital Agenda for Europe was adopted in 2010, as an integral part of the Europe 2020 strategy, 

to stimulate the digital economy and address societal challenges throughICT. The European Council and the 
European Parliament have since called for further strengthening of the European digital leadership and completion 
of the Digital Single Market by 2015 The Digital Agenda has met many of its targets and is on track to meet many 
others.

Regular internet usage is rising steadily, especially among disadvantaged groups. The number of citizens 
who have never used the internet is decreasing. Similarly, online buying continues to increase, although the 
pace of growth in cross-border eCommerce is too slow. High-speed broadband shows the first signs of taking off, 
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including ultra-fast connections above 100 Mbps. However significant differences remain among different Member 
States, differences which require active European policy action to minimise and eliminate.

Digitization has had a major transformative effect, and has impacted upon every sector of the economy. 
Business models have emerged demonstrating common features – mobility, use of data to generate value and 
network effects. These trends show no signs of decreasing.

Digital technologies will increase competitiveness in the economy; this is likely to be global in scale, given 
that geographical barriers are becoming increasingly irrelevant.

Digital digital economy has led to the phenomena of the micro-multinational – small firms with a global 
reach. The conceptual norm of the workplace and working hours are adjusting; people can work from home, with 
colleagues and collaborators in separate continents.

Both technological (miniaturisation) and business innovations (low marginal price of networks) have led 
to a reduction of barriers to entry in the Internet sector. As a consequence, companies that have been willing to 
maintain their market position have struggled to innovate (products, processes and business models). Therefore 
value creation has moved speedily from one sector to another and to one company to another.

The increasing digitization of traditionally businesses as well as the appearance of purely digitally operating 
companies has an impact on the functioning of national and international tax systems, both direct and indirect

If the framework conditions are met, ICT could lead to increases in productivity and innovation, contributing 
to GDP growth in much the same way as electrification in the 19th and 20th centuries.
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Abstract: The exponential development of Information Technology made possible the generation of crypto-
currencies as well as the fast, cheap and presumably uncontrolled transactions in the virtual space. Among the 
virtual currencies, Bitcoin could be a serious challenge for the traditional financial operations. The mysterious 
Bitcoin genesis in 2009, its spectacular evolution, the popularity and surge in demand among young people, the 
lack of anonymity and predictability, the international character of transactions are the discussion points that this 
paper will present. Several statistical data will reveal the specific character of the yet unregulated Bitcoin markets.
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1. INTROdUCTION 
Bitcoin is an innovative payment system and a peer to peer digital currency that operates on-line essentially 

as the cash. Its creation is based on an open source encryption protocol. Since its genesis in 2009, by the 
unidentified programmer Satoshi Nakamoto [2], Bitcoin gained in popularity. Now there are around 1.8 million 
users of the Bitcoin system from all over the world. In the last six months the currency has dramatically increased 
in visibility and experienced rising acceptance with vendors and shoppers, but also fluctuating prices. The current 
market capitalization of the bitcoin economy is estimated to be more than $7 billion [3, 12]. Both real goods (such 
as used cars, software development contracts) and on-line services are now traded. Bitcoin became “convertible” 
in US Dollar, Euro, Japanese Yen, Russian Rubla, etc. and trading sites offer these transaction services. 

It is worth to notice that Bitcoin is not the only electronic currency: at the beginning of June 2014 there 
were at least 150 types of crypto-currencies and over 200 active virtual money markets hosting transactions 
with Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies as LTC (Litecoin, based on the Bitcoin protocol), or XPM (Primecoin, 
based on searching for prime numbers chains, providing potential scientific value and security for the network) 
– to name just the most prominent two. But around 64% of transactions are aiming to transform crypto-currency 
in mainstream Bitcoin. While technology involved in the creation of the system is complex and submitted to 
continuous improvement as any other computer-based algorithm, the users could consider the system was only an 
application or computer program to provide a personal Bitcoin wallet and allow send-receive secure transactions. 

2. BITCOIN ChARACTERISTICS ANd NETwORk
Decentralized system, no centralized clearing house needed. Bitcoin is the world’s first completely 

decentralized digital-payment system, in the sense that there is no denomination in a known, national or regional 
currency (Dollar, Euro, Yen, Pound, etc.). On the other hand, the generation of currency could not be located in a 
certain country, but on any operating computer of the network. Being located on the Internet, the generation and 
transactions are transnational, since the Internet is a transnational space. 

Until Bitcoin occurrence, the electronic transactions could only be completed by the existence of a third 
party, trusted ledger keeper in order to protect against double-spending. For example, the entity A willing to send 
electronically money to another entity B needs to use the services provided by a third party, as for example, a 
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credit card issuer. In its turn, the third party keeps a ledger with all the transactions and all the account holders’ 
balances: the money will be subtracted from A’s account and added to B’s account. With Bitcoin, all the digital 
transactions in the network are centralized on a giant, observable public ledger, a comprehensive database, 
called blockchain that grows continuously, as it contains the full record of every exchange since Bitcoin started. 
By an algorithm, the task of validating each transaction is shared randomly on the network (“proof-of-work” 
algorithm). New transactions are checked against the blockchain to make the transaction secure. As such, the 
third party is composed of thousands of users involved in the validation of the same transaction. This way, the core 
technological problem that Bitcoin has solved is the ability to prove and transfer ownership without the need of a 
trusted third party [5]. Currently the average transaction confirmation lasts 8 minutes. 

Double-spending avoided: The Bitcoin peer to peer global system ensures the single spending of money by 
sharing the task of validation. The users provide computer resources to validate Bitcoin transactions and maintain 
the public Bitcoin transaction ledger. As an incentive for their work, when the validation occurs, they receive 
occasionally bitcoins and a fee expressed also in bitcoins (actually, in fractions of bitcoins). This way, some of 
the users are “miners”, similar to workers in gold mining. All the transactions, and thus the transfer of Bitcoin 
ownership, are recorded, time-stamped, displayed in one “block” of the block chain, and validated. Consequently, 
the double-spending issue is solved without a third party.

Traceability and lack of anonymity. Every transaction is potentially traceable, being signed and permanently 
visible on the block chain [12]. The anonymity of addresses is still a matter of discussion. Within the system, users 
are identified by public keys only. But a cryptanalyst willing to de-anonymize its users could do that by network 
analysis and associated information external to the system with the users [1]. Some other researchers consider 
the addresses pseudonymous and the real world identity easy to detect, except for the case when anonymizing 
software is used [3]. 

Open market value, volatility. Although the transactions are denominated in Bitcoins, the dollar value of a 
Bitcoin is established on the open market, just like the exchange rates of other currencies, so actually it is derived 
from the value people assign to it. For example, the dollar value of a Bitcoin on December 22, 2013 was $711.83 
and in June 1, 2014 was $614.0891. 

The history of Bitcoin value shows that it began with the price of zero in its early days, until January 2010, 
the users being mainly IT geeks or cryptography fans who were sending bitcoins for no value. But in February 
2010, a user made a first real-world transaction, buying two pizzas with 10,000 bitcoins. In 5 days only, the 
value increased to 8 cents, in February 2011, 1 Bitcoin valued $1. Since then, in two years and a half, the value 
fluctuated dramatically, with all-time high peak of $1,124.76 on November 29, 2013 (Figure 1). Web-sites, known 
as exchanges, trade bitcoins for conventional currencies with other users. Bitcoin ATMs started to operate, to 
directly trade paper money for Bitcoins.

Fig. 1: Market Price BTC/USD evolution since January 2009. Source: blockchain.info [12]

91  Plus 500 World’s Trading Machine (2014). On-line trading site, section BTCUSD http://www.plus500.com/Instruments/BTCUSD?gclid=Cj0KEQjw0POdBRCq3arGgYD05pMBEi
QAmiUeTkk1-O007ndg-e977C7h8elcKSxTPDftOZUHp6WS9hgaAuMH8P8HAQ, accessed June 2014
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We illustrate the volatility of Bitcoin dollar price by a sample of real transactions made in 2-months time 
(December 1, 2013 to January 29, 2014, data in [7]), before the Mt. Gox collapse in February 7, 2014. The close 
price ranged from $541 to $1,238; the Bitcoin volume traded ranged from 1,562 to 109,729 bitcoins, and that 
of the traded value from $1.48 million to $83 million. The daily price fluctuation ranged between $22 and $377 
(Figure 2).

Open 
(USD)

High 
(USD) Low (USD) Close 

(USD)
Volume 
(BTC) Volume (USD) High-Low 

(USD)

min 541 690 455 541 1,562 1,481,268 22

max 1,230 1,240 1,132 1,238 109,723 83,086,787 377

Fig, 2: Minimum and maximum values of Bitcoin/USD prices and transaction volumes in the time span December 1, 

2013 to January 29, 2014. Authors’ analysis

Fig. 3: The graph of Bitcoin close price value from December 1, 2013 to January 29, 2014. 

Third order polynomial regression curve with two inflection points was fit on the original data, R2 = 0.565

Control. Who owns the technology behind e-mail? Nobody. Likewise, the validation being distributed 
through the network means that no one entity or person controls the system; Bitcoin was designed so that only 
Cryptography could control its creation and management. The users around the world are “controllers”.

Even the developers cannot impose a change in the Bitcoin protocol, as nobody can impose a certain 
software or version on common users of computers and mobile phones. But, indeed, a user willing to stay 
compatible with others, in order to benefit from the community advantages, needs to implement software with 
the same rules as the community. This way, a consensus among users occurs and makes Bitcoin system work 
properly. The control is spread among the members of the community.

Scarcity and value storage
Bitcoin system was conceived to provide limited, predictable supply of money: 21 million. By 2013, half 

of the total bitcoins were generated; by 2017, three quarters will. The limited supply hypothesis is embedded in 
the algorithm of creating and managing bitcoins. It has the capacity to automatically diminish the incentives for 
miners, as more and more miners are joining the community. This scarcity mimics the world’s gold supply: limited 
supply of gold exists on earth, and the miners seek for it until presumable depletion. However, an attribute of gold 
is that it stores value, ignoring scarcity, while the value of Bitcoin is only conventional and wildly volatile. 

The specialists claim that the limited supply of bitcoins is not a matter of concern, [Fred Ehrsam, 5], because 
the Bitcoin is divisible down to 8 decimal places, enough to work as a currency. Moreover, there is the possibility to 
increase the threshold: 51% of the computing power of the network represented by developers and miners need 
to reach a consensus to switch the software in order to adopt the change. This kind of decisions have been and 
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still can be made in developer forums, where such types of issues are typically discussed. 
As any IT software, the basic software and protocol of Bitcoin has undergone changes. In August 6, 2010, a 

vulnerability of the protocol made possible the inclusion of transactions in the public ledger without being checked. 
The users bypassed the economic restrictions and created an indefinite number of bitcoins. Several days after, 
184 billion bitcoins were generated in a transaction and sent to two addresses in the network. Within hours, the 
transaction was found and erased from the ledger, the bug was fixed and the network adopted an updated version 
of the Bitcoin protocol92.

Advantages of technology and math. Decentralization and math, more exactly public key Cryptography, 
remove risk of not controlling the transactions. Public key Cryptography is an asymmetric scheme that uses a pair 
of keys for encryption: a public key, which encrypts data, and a corresponding private or secret key, for decryption. 
Each node of the network is assigned a public key, that everybody could see, and a private key, kept secret by 
the user. Anyone with a copy of the user’s (or node) public key can encrypt information that the user and only the 
user can see. While the two keys are mathematically related, it is very difficult to derive the private key given only 
the public key. An attacker who wants to deduce a private key needs high computer power and time. The longer 
the keys, the safer the message; but the shorter the keys, the faster can they be applied – this is the usual gap 
between security and functionality. 

A transaction consists of a message which contains receiver’s public key, “signed” with the sender’s private 
key, recorded, time-stamped and validated through the network as a block in the block chain. Validating the 
transaction (mining) takes time and computer power, because the whole history of that specific Bitcoin sent or 
generated should be reviewed and checked since its inception.

In this context, the mining is a mathematical process, as, for example, for finding prime numbers: it is easy 
to find small prime numbers, but difficult to detect large ones (with tens of figures). Advanced computers are used 
to find as large prime numbers as possible and the discovery of a new one is considered an achievement. Similar 
principles are applied when a sequence of data (a block) matches the miner’s to certify a transaction. The miner 
obtains an allowance of bitcoins and also a fee when the transaction is certified. The allowance reduces in size 
as bitcoins around the world are mined.

Summing up, some of the advantages of using Bitcoin we already mentioned are shown in the Figure 4.

Fig. 4: The advantages of using Bitcoin

92 Wikipedia, History of Bitcoin http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Bitcoin, accessed June 2014
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3. ThE RISkS
A comprehensive analysis of risk is provided by the European Banking Authority (EBA), in a study issued 

in July 2014. The risks are classified according to both origin and intensity. Figure 5 summarizes the main risks 
identified by EBA.

Fig. 5: The main risks associated with Bitcoin use. Source: [10] pg. 22

EBA also compared conventional systems of payment used in barter or clearing arrangements or the netting 
system with Bitcoin (or other virtual currencies) and pointed out the next important aspects:

Conventional system of payments bitcoin and other virtual currency systems
Printing money is fundamentally a prerogative of a 
state or group of states. The governments have the 
fundamental role in monopolistically supplying the 
currency and controlling monetary arrangements, 
including the quantity of money in circulation channels 
of the economy.

Behind the Bitcoin there is a mysterious man or a 
group of people. The creation of Bitcoin is based on 
web complex algorithms and math, allowing anyone 
to mine for the virtual currency by using computing 
power. 

The quantity of bitcoins that can ever be generated 
is limited at 21 million.

The flows of conventional currencies are tracked 
based on a reliable international reporting system.

The size of virtual currencies schemes is difficult 
to be assessed given the lack of reporting data 
sources.

The supply of conventional money initially arose be-
cause of the need of trade in real economy.

The desire for virtual currencies arose because of 
the demand of the virtual community members, as 
web gamers, searching for a rapid, cheap and “fit to 
system” modality to do financial transaction among 
the users and to reward the winners.
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The transactions are under a strict and vigilant national 
and international control under the provisions of money 
laundering legislation.

Criminals are able to launder money because they 
can deposit and transfer rapidly, globally, irrevocably 
and pseudonymously. The transactions are poten-
tially traceable.

Traditional payment system comprises established 
business and financial actors.

Virtual currencies payment systems encourage to-
tally new business never known before mainly in fi-
nancial services and IT (development of specialized 
data mining tools and server farms, mining services, 
big data management, new platforms and services 
for trading and exchanging virtual currencies).

Fig, 6: Comparison between the traditional payment system and virtual currency system Source: [10] 

4. REgULATIONS IN BITCOIN TRANSACTIONS
There are still debates at different levels whether Bitcoin is currency and, if not, about how it could be treated: 

as software, property?... The same characteristics that make Bitcoin attractive as a payment method allow users to 
evade taxes, launder money, and trade illicit goods (drugs, weapons, payment for criminal attacks). Governments 
and law-makers have constantly been interested in the evolution of Bitcoin as well as in the “anonymous” or, to 
be more precise, “pseudonymous” [3] transactions. Australia, Germany, Finland and Canada were among the first 
countries to accept Bitcoin officially. Several international conferences have been held mainly in EU, USA, Japan, 
and Australia that tackle the essential levels of the new revolutionary payment system: technological, economic, 
security, legal. While there are many Bitcoin enthusiasts and even evangelists, who adopted it as payment or 
exchange currency, after the discovery of criminal use93 and fall of several key companies (like Mt. Gox), the use 
and value of virtual currencies diminished. An informative site was created that keeps updated the regulatory 
evolution of Bitcoin94. More and more companies from all over the world, including Romania, accept payments in 
Bitcoin as cash and consider bitcoins as a legitimate source of funds95. 

We summarize below what we found about Bitcoin regulation in USA, Europe, and Romania.

USA regulations
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (US Department of Treasury) and Department of Justice have 

released official statements regarding virtual currencies and Bitcoin. A guidance issued by IRS [8] describes how 
the existing general tax principles apply to transactions using virtual currency. It defines the virtual currency as ”a 
digital representation of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account and/or a store of value”. 
Bitcoin and similar virtual currencies have a lot of attributes of real currency, or legal tender, which means currency 
issued by a national government, although Bitcoin itself is not issued by a government.

The regulations refer only to virtual convertible currencies that have an equivalent value in real currency, 
are treated as property and have to be included in computing the gross income by means of the fair market 
value measured in USD, as of the date that the virtual currency was received. Even “mining” is viewed as self-
employment, therefore under certain conditions, is also subjected to self-employment tax regulations. In July 
19-20, 2014, a Bitcoin Conference will be held in Chicago that is considered to mark a crucial phase of Bitcoin 
development, after five years of existence. 

European regulations
There are no clear regulations in the European Union regarding the taxation policy of bitcoins and Bitcoin 

transactions. For example, trading Bitcoin is exempt from taxes in Denmark, because the government commissions 
decided that the virtual currencies are not “real money”96. The governments may have had hard times trying to 
tax virtual currencies, given their cryptographic nature. The Second Conference on Bitcoin held in Amsterdam on 

93 http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/03/14/us-bitcoin-criminals-insight-idUSBREA2D09820140314 

94 http://bitlegal.net/ 

95 http://www.bitcoinvalues.net/who-accepts-bitcoins-payment-companies-stores-take-bitcoins.html#sthash.L6HHq1jt.dpuf

96 http://www.coindesk.com/denmark-declares-bitcoin-trades-tax-free/ accessed June 2014
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May 15-17, 2014 gathered over 1,000 specialists, who explored the compliance challenges, technology, social 
and psychological aspects, or practical implications firms are facing in order to mitigate the risk associated with 
the evolution of regulations.

Romanian regulations
Romania has a relatively thriving Bitcoin community. In 2012, a project regarding money laundering, drug 

acquisition and other criminal activities through virtual currencies, was submitted for funding, but the project was 
not financed. One of the 2014 candidates declared that he accepts bitcoins as donations for his presidential 
campaign97. However, Romania is marked on the BitLegal chart as one of the few countries in Europe with 
unknown regulations. Harsh criticism of Bitcoin use was made in the central media especially after Mt. Gox fell [9]. 
However, in April 2014 a Bitcoin ATM was installed in Bucharest and started operations. 

In Figure 7, we summarize several positions on Bitcoin use we found more relevant.

who? The position Source
France Bitcoin is not considered legal currency in line with France’s 

monetary and financial code; however, income from crypto-
currency transactions could still be taxed.

”In Bitcoin We Don’t Trust” – 
CFO Magazine, April 24, 2014 
[11]

Ukraine A nationwide network of more than 4,900 payment termi-
nals allows customers to easily buy Bitcoin for national 
currency;

the government issued legal guidance for Bitcoin busi-
nesses in February, stating that firms have to register with 
the government in order to operate.

“5,000 Terminals Across 
Ukraine Now Offer Bitcoin for 
Cash” – Published on July 8, 
2014, http://www.coindesk.
com/

Poland Bitcoin is not an officially recognized currency in Poland; 
however, under the country’s existing financial regulations, 
Bitcoin can be considered a financial instrument. “An analy-
sis of national regulations allows concluding that Bitcoin … 
is not a legally defined and universally accepted currency, 
because it cannot be classified as either a national cur-
rency… or a foreign currency.”

Wojciech Kowalczyk – Poland’s deputy finance minister

“Polish Finance Ministry: Bit-
coin Can Be Used as Financial 
Instrument” – Published on 
July 9, 2014

http://www.coindesk.com/

Michigan 
Attorney 
General

Bitcoin is not a “real currency” and buyers and sellers 
should treat digital currencies as a type of investment.

“Bitcoin Poses ‘Real-Life Risk’ 
for Investors”- Published on 
July 8, 2014

http://www.coindesk.com/

The Euro-
pean Banking 
Authority 
(EBA)

Published an ‘opinion’ signaling to financial institutions to be 
reluctant versus the digital currencies until the industry will 
be regulated.

“Financial Institutions Should 
Avoid Bitcoin, Await Regula-
tion” [10]

European 
Central Bank

Bitcoin should not be ignored or dismissed, but its substan-
tial risks should not be overlooked.

“Bitcoin Shouldn’t be Ignored 
or Dismissed” – Published on 
March 25, 2014 

http://www.coindesk.com/

97 Newspaper Adevărul (January 16, 2014) https://ro.stiri.yahoo.com/remus-cernea-primul-preziden%C5%A3iabil-care-accept%C4%83-dona%C5%A3ii-%C3%AEn-185140866.html
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Bloomberg Has not endorsed or guaranteed bitcoin – the currency 
could be the biggest tech innovation since the internet, or 
just another crash-and-burn fad. Users of Bloomberg termi-
nals can track Bitcoin pricing data from itBit, including USD, 
EUR and SGD trading pairs.

“Bloomberg Terminals Now 
Track Bitcoin Data From itBit” – 
Published on June 27, 2014

http://www.coindesk.com/

Fig. 7: Positions of different states and bodies on Bitcoin use

CONCLUSIONS
1. The occurrence of Bitcoin and of other crypto-currencies is a consequence of the fast development 
of the digital economy. Considered for the moment a technological experiment, the Bitcoin system has the 
potential to disrupt the current financial operations, and moreover, the long-standing institutional structures. 
The inflation of Bitcoins could be controlled and known by any user.
2. On the other hand, with the current (non-)existing regulations, the system could be embezzled to illicit 
trade, theft and criminal activity. New international regulations are needed for the virtual currency systems, 
due to its global character and completely decentralized way of generating currency.
3. International transaction fees can be much lower than conventional wire transfer service prices. 
However, a more regulated environment is very likely to increase the cost of dealing with Bitcoin. This cost 
could be transferred to customers via higher fees. 
4. To become usable, a critical mass of consumers willing to pay with the digital currency should be 
created, but consumers are not encouraged to pay with the digital currency if they can’t use the currency 
with a sufficient number of merchants.
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Abstract: The paper attempts to make an instrumental case in the area of lean and computer-controlled 
operations to ensure sanitation, prevention of pollution and recovery of valuable recyclable materials within the 
municipal solid waste management systems. Lean operations, Five S practices, automation and human operator 
involvement, are discussed in the paper in order to highlight the complex interactions induced by the digital 
operational strategies in the waste management industry.
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Motto: “The human being is a very poorly designed machine tool.  
The human being excels in coordination.  

He excels in relating perception to action.  
He works best if the entire human being - muscles, senses, and mind - 

is engaged in the work.”
Peter F. Drucker

LEAN OPERATIONS – A wASTE-FREE TRANSFORmATION PROCESS
Lean operations are systems that maximize the value added by each of a company’s activities by 

removing waste and delays.  Lean systems encompass the company’s operations strategy, process design, 
quality management, constraint management, layout design, supply chain design, and technology and inventory 
management, and can be used by both service and manufacturing firms.  Lean systems affect a firm’s internal 
linkages between its core and supporting processes and its external linkages with customers and suppliers.

Strong enablers for a waste-free environment are the Five S (5S) operations practices. (Krajewski, Ritzman, 
Malhotra; 2010)  As a methodology for organizing, cleaning, developing, and sustaining a productive work 
environment, it highlights five work practices – sorting, straightening, shining, standardizing, and sustaining – 
that are conducive to visual controls and lean production.  The first 5S practice is ‘Sort’ that instructs to separate 
needed items from unneeded items (including materials, parts, paperwork, tools etc), and discard the unneeded.  
‘Straighten’ requires to neatly arranging and placing items in the specific place designated for everyone, hence 
organize the area so that it is easy to identify proceedings.  The ‘Shine’ 5S term expresses the obligation to clean 
and wash the work area to make it ‘shine’.  ‘Standardize’ as the fourth 5S practice suggests establishing schedules 
and methods of performing the cleaning and sorting so that the continuous cleanliness and state of readiness are 
maintained.  Finally, ‘Sustain’ implies creating discipline to perform the first four S practices, whereby everyone 
understands, obeys and practices the rules when in the plant. 

AUTOmATION ANd mANAgEmENT OF TEChNOLOgy FOR LEAN OPERATIONS
Innovative people produce ideas for new products and better process technologies.  Advanced process 

technologies and automation can be costly, and high process costs can make products unappealing to the 
customer.  As companies make all effort to get cooperation from employees, improvement strategies focus 
on getting the process streamlined and leaner. 
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Automation plays a big role in lean systems and is a key to low-cost operations. The degree to which 
operations are automated or labor-intensive depends upon a number of factors, of which the most important 
element being an organization’s willingness to invest in either. There is a continuum from labor-intensive 
operations through to full automation. A clear corporate policy towards production or service process 
choice, automation and labor, backed up by the necessary resources, greatly simplifies the task of the 
operations manager (Mincu; 2006). The planning and control tasks from the operations manager’s portfolio 
must be appropriate to the operations organization adopted. Technology and machinery that work well in a project 
organization are inappropriate for a flow line. Systems which work well in a highly automated environment with 
skilled staff are unlikely to succeed in a low-skill, labor-intensive operation.  The operations strategies must match 
the type of process, the level of technology, the capabilities of the staff and the expectations of the customer. For 
instance, flow/mass processes are very efficient but quite inflexible.  A hold-up at any stage in the line leads to lost 
capacity for the whole line; therefore, it might be critical to accept a higher level of raw material inventory, including 
for lean processes. The flow line is a digital mirroring for a high-volume, low-variety process choice. It requires 
standardization in materials, process stages and output, and imposes on implementing a deep automation level.  

On the other hand, the design of the tasks involved in producing more or less automated a product 
or service is almost as important as the design of the product or service itself. The task must be designed 
as such that it can be carried out efficiently and effectively using whatever resources are devoted to it. The 
choice of resources is an important preliminary step. Automation may be used to a greater or lesser extent - 
the extent that is feasible is of course changing as technology develop; however, the operations manager’s 
task tends to be easier if tried methods are used rather than methods at the frontiers of technology. Where 
full automation is not used, the capabilities of the labor force become an important consideration.

Lean operation depends very strongly upon the design of the man/machine interface, and the degree to 
which this leaves the human component of the system with a meaningful and integrated task. The determining 
factor in task allocation will always be the human capability that can vary enormously, obviously in such areas 
as physical strength and dexterity, but also in perception and discrimination.  Obviously, there are tasks that 
cannot be carried out by human operators because the environment is hazardous and too hostile or because 
the scale is too small or too large. Tasks must be allocated to the human operator based on normal skills and 
capabilities, given appropriate qualifications and training.

The human operator is more likely to be suitable for tasks involving flexibility and judgment, whereas 
machines are more suited to tasks involving repetition and precision. Generally, the endurance of machines 
greatly outweighs that of the human operator, so tasks requiring uninterrupted performance for prolonged 
intervals of time are best left automated.  In general, better performance is obtained from a human operator 
if the task is designed as a rational and integrated process. Disconnected fragments of activity give rise to 
difficulties of attention and comprehension, which leads to errors and lack of motivation. Particular difficulties 
arise in tasks where the human operator is present as a back-up to an automatic system or a controller for 
transformation parameters for work-in-progress in an advanced-automated facility, usually the operator being 
required to respond quickly and correctly to an emergency or to take a critical decision.  If the human operator 
is required to be alert, then the task should be designed to encourage alertness. Tasks requiring a continuous 
high level of alertness might be cumbersome for the human operators; where they are safety-critical, staff 
should rotate to other duties frequently.

In the following sections, the author will present the example of computer-controlled operations in the 
municipal solid waste management sector, highlighting promptly the considerations previously made on lean 
operations, automation and the role of the human operator.

COmPUTER-CONTROLLEd OPERATIONS FOR mUNICIPAL SOLId wASTE TREATmENT
The challenge of municipal solid waste for the local communities
Household garbage has always been a problem for big cities. Local administrations are in charge of 

solving the sanitation. For many years, as long as the composition of waste was mainly organic material, 
pig farms were the traditional destination of household waste. Once the plastic material appeared, 
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challenges occurred: while plastic material was not biodegradable, it became a valuable recyclable material.  
Manufactured from hydrocarbon, the price of plastic material continues to stay connected to the price of oil 
and gas.  

Nowadays sanitation of urban areas represent a big challenge for communities, as there are impactful 
issues expected to get resolution from the local administrations: get rid of waste from urban areas while avoiding 
pollution of environment and recover as many waste fractions for recycling purposes or for producing energy.

The “roadmap” of household garbage starts with the creation of a system that makes possible the 
collection of garbage from households. Each household must be mandatory ‘integrated’ in the system, both 
legally by signing a contract, and physically by providing a mechanism of collecting the household garbage.  
The obligation of elimination of garbage still stays with the local administration. The common way of solving 
the problem is by outsourcing the service to a sanitation company that will organize the system of collection 
of garbage from each household by providing collecting bins and plastic bags to each one, and collecting 
afterwards the content from its territory and then transporting the garbage to elimination facilities.  There 
are two main alternatives for household waste elimination: ‘waste-to-energy’ and ‘mechanical biological 
treatment’ (MBT), see Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Alternatives of household waste elimination

‘Waste-to-energy’ means that the material is incinerated with the primary goal of producing energy.  
MBT means that the household waste is separated into two main fractions: the biodegradable and the non-
biodegradable waste. It is under debate the influence of every method of elimination onto pollution increase.  
The common target in this matter would be to keep the carbon footprint of the elimination process as low as 
possible, ensuring that the residues after elimination would represent a stabilized material with no further 
impact on the environment. 

Going back to history, the European states since the nineteenth century have issued laws that enforced 
the collection process of household garbage. However, while the urban population started to increase and 
the industrial processes became increasingly automated, the household waste management transformed 
with the general trend. Instead of wagons carried by horses that collected the garbage, specially designed 
trucks took over. Instead of directly dumping the garbage into landfills, valuable materials became the target 
of recycling purposes, after their separation from the total garbage mass. Packaging material is taking its toll 
into pollution magnification, as more and more non-biodegradable packaging material is utilized.

Materials such as steel, aluminum, copper, paper and cardboard, glass etc. can be re-used endlessly 
by recycling into new products repeatedly.  By contrast, the plastic material is not, while becoming more and 
more valuable as the prices of oil and gas increase (see municipal solid waste treatment process in Figure 2).  
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Fig.2: Mapping the municipal solid waste treatment processes

The European countries have legislation105 currently in place that enforces and encourages the recovery 
of resources from household garbage, while also diminishing the carbon footprint of the elimination process.  
Landfilling does not represent the preferred solution anymore, because the risk of pollution of soil and air 
is quite high.  No community is happy about the proximity of a landfill site. Nevertheless, landfilling remains 
a less costly way of eliminating household waste. The goal is then to avoid as much as possible to send 
fractions of household waste into landfills, with European community imposing therefore clear targets for 
material recovery from household waste. There are clear milestones and standards for the coming years with 
respect to recycling; for instance sending the household waste directly into landfills without an appropriate 
treatment is forbidden. 

The author researches upon these considerations with two important supplier companies for high 
technology plants for solid waste treatment. The first, a large Italian group of companies – Sorain Cecchini 
Tecno (SCT) – has designed and manufactured a landmark MBT plant in Valencia, Spain in 2010, which 
serves 210,000 people in 56 towns, annually treating 120,000 tones of solid urban and green waste (Figure 
3). The second – a family-owned German company, Stadler GbmH -, has designed and manufactured over 
200 sorting plants around the world including the leading edge urban waste sorting station in Oslo, Norway, 
in 2014, where the level of automation was made possible because of the high quality of selectively collected 
waste from the households (Figure 4). Both suppliers are recognized for their core capability of adapting their 
plants to the local characteristics of the waste.  Such is also the case of Stadler GbmH at the urban solid 
waste sorting station in Bucharest, Romania, that can treat 30 tones of mixed municipal solid waste per hour.  
Unlike the plant in Norway, this plant is designed to treat waste that has not been collected selectively at all.

105 Romanian Association of Sanitation Operators, http://www.salubritatea.ro; U.K. Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, http://www.defra.gov.uk
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Fig.3: SCT station, Valencia Spain106      Fig. 4: Stadler plant, Oslo Norway107

Computer-controlled operations for lean management of municipal solid waste
The mechanical biological treatment (MBT) is meant to separate various fractions from household 

garbage, treat them in a way that avoids pollution and obtain either stabilized material that will no longer 
continue the process of bio-degradation (bio-degradation implies production of methane) or recover non-
biodegradable material for re-use as combustible fraction or as recyclable material.

The MBT process of household waste starts with the mechanical pre-treatment, during which the 
biodegradable fraction is separated and the remaining part is sorted in various fractions (Figure 5). 

Fig. 5: Machinery and human operator in a MBT computer-controlled facility

The biodegradable fraction can be either sent to the landfill, which is the less desired action or can 
continue to be treated being decomposed through an aerobic or anaerobic processes. Via anaerobic 
processes, biogas is produced, along to a sludge that after further processing becomes fertilizer. Via aerobic 

106 Sorain Cecchini Tecno, http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=3kWAtlDYnIQ

107 Stadler GbmH, http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=tc6vyIFu-Bc
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processes, the biodegradable fraction is stabilized, by accelerated and controlled decomposing, as a material 
that no longer decomposes and can have various uses - from landfill covering to landscaping or even as 
combustible material. The pre-treatment phase for the non-biodegradable fraction continues with mechanical 
sorting into recyclable fractions and combustible fraction, with any remaining fraction going to landfill.

The bigger the urban area, the more challenging the task of elimination of household waste becomes, 
because huge volumes of household waste must be eliminated on a daily basis. For eliminating such big 
volumes with very high frequency, there is a clear need for process automation. Although the manual sorting 
of household waste succeeds to separate the recyclable fraction in the most precise way, there are some 
barriers in maintaining a manual processing. First, there is a limited capacity or number of personnel capable 
to succeed with efficiency to sort huge quantities of garbage. Secondly, there are materials that cannot be 
identified by human senses, for instance ferrous from non-ferrous material, PVC from other plastics etc.  On 
top of these skill and sense limitations, the job inside a garbage treatment facility i.e., in the stabilization 
area for biodegradable fraction, can be highly risky to human operators. Therefore, automation becomes 
mandatory - from a minimal necessity for magnetic separators for ferrous material, to the extent of fully-
fledged computer-controlled plants. Automation in this case is fully leveraging the Five S operations practices 
as it may be observed from the following example. People can separate manually the PET bottles by colors.  
Yet if the productivity were to increase, a sorting conveyor imposes as a first step of mechanization of the 
sorting process (Sort!). The sorting conveyor might be installed on a platform so that people can throw the 
sorted material on containers underneath.  If everything is placed in a cabin, we can protect the people from 
odors and excess temperature by treating and ventilating the air inside the cabin. One step further would be 
to bring the material to be sorted on a sorting conveyor in a way to permit better identification of the various 
fractions. Because nobody can efficiently pick a material that is hidden in a pile of garbage, it would be 
leaner that the material arrives evenly dispersed on the sorting conveyor without being hidden by bulky parts 
(Straighten!). It is obvious that any recyclable material is more valuable if it is as clean as possible.  However, 
how can anyone expect a cleaner recyclable fraction into our household garbage? The solution at hand is to 
separate from our house the part represented by food leftovers that makes the recyclables “dirty” (Shine!).  
Once we separate these organic solid residues from our household garbage by putting them into a separate 
bag (Standardize!), we have performed one of the most important responsibilities for good citizenship 
(Sustain). This supports the main goal of any local administration in respect to the waste management: 
enabling a collection mechanism of household solid waste that ensures separate waste elimination flows for 
organic/biodegradable material and non-biodegradable respectively.  

Let us continue the waste management mapping from where we left it: bringing the material to be sorted 
onto the sorting conveyor. It is important that the non-biodegradable fraction arrived separately collected to the 
sorting conveyor. However, we cannot count on a perfect process of separate collection of household solid waste 
- undesired organic parts might be present inside the so-called ‘dry fraction’. Therefore, it would be good to take 
this undesired part out, by screening the material before sending it to the sorting conveyor.  Normally the organic 
fraction has smaller dimensions and can go through the sieve, while the over-screen fraction will have less organic 
parts. By combining different screens, it is possible hence to sort the material in an optimum way. The people 
inside the sorting cabin will be able to perform a better job, but there is still the scale barrier of efficiency for huge 
waste volume.  It is not efficient to have huge sorting cabins with long sorting conveyors; it is more efficient to 
add automation of sorting processes for large volumes instead.  Equipment that can recognize various types of 
material and separate them represents a high-tech solution, possessing an optical recognition part, a computer 
that can control the flow of material, and a pneumatic system that gives a motion impulse to the selected type 
of material. With a certain tolerance, we will have an acceptable cleanliness (and Shine!) of the sorted fraction. 
The human operator might be a valuable addition at this stage by performing a so-called ‘finishing’ phase, of a 
supplementary sorting activity. By designing cascades of sorting systems, plastic materials can be separated by 
color and type, or from paper. The sorted recyclables are then sent to automated baling presses that compress 
and tie the material. After extracting the recyclable materials, combustible materials can be also separated on the 
sorting conveyors, along to other undesired items such as wood, paper, PVC. This combustible fraction can be 
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baled as it is or can be shredded and baled after. 
In brief, the municipal solid waste (MSW) that enters a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) is separated 

into organic fraction, recyclable materials, combustible material and a remaining fraction that will go to the 
landfill. The recyclables are baled. The combustible materials, either shredded or not, can be baled or sent 
in bulk to cement plants or thermoelectric power plants. There are MRFs almost completely automated, as is 
Stadler plant in Oslo commissioned in 2014.

The proportion of organic (biodegradable) fraction from the MSW usually accounts for more than 50 
percent from the total volume generated. Either separately collected or received as green waste, it is sent to 
the MBT plant. The pre-treatment “cleans” it from non-biodegradable material and sends it to the biological 
reactor, where biological reactions – either aerobic or anaerobic – take place. 

In the case of aerobic digestion, the organic fraction is sent to reactors where it will stabilize over 
a period of time in an accelerated and controlled way. In the case of large MSW volumes, the aerobic 
decomposing of the organic fraction is made in closed buildings. Inside those buildings, a very slight air 
decompression is created in order to keep the air inside whenever doors open. The organic fraction is kept 
for a number of weeks into a reactor, ventilated through the floor by air suction, while the temperature is 
maintained under control via water adding and material turning. The air passing through the bed of organic 
material is sent to a bio-filter that ensures that no odor is sent into the atmosphere. This process is fully 
automated and computer-controlled.  

After the phase of accelerated decomposing, the resulting material is screened once again to take away 
the smaller non-organic parts remained inside and then sent to a maturation platform. On the maturation 
platform, the material deposited in windrows is periodically turned.  At the end of this process, the material is 
completely stabilized. The personnel has the role of supervising the process, taking samples periodically for 
monitoring the process and performs interventions for maintenance and repairs. Also during the maturation 
phase, a person may drive the windrow turner. The composting process is performed on a small scale in 
agricultural farms, where the material is kept in windrows being turned periodically, resulting a stabilized 
material with the destination of compost. In urban areas, either food waste or green waste represents the 
only sources for compost after stabilization.

In selecting automation, the usual consideration is the trade-off between capital cost and revenue cost.  
Yet for municipal solid waste treatment, this was only a secondary argument. More importantly, automatic 
processes in this sector will secure higher output and consistent quality at the transformation process end, 
at the expense of a greater initial investment. The disadvantage of investment in high-volume automatic 
transformation and production facilities that is the lack of flexibility represents in fact a guaranty of robustness 
of output quality in an environment where manual, mechanical, biological, and thermal technologies collide 
in complex interactions. Since the development of automation is pacing along to the development of 
information technology, the automation may reach an ultimate stage of a fully-fledged, contained, computer-
controlled operations facility where the intervention of human operator is minimal. The main advantages would 
lie in predictability and low cost, by producing consistent quality output to the extent that the raw materials input, 
operator skills, and equipment are consistently good.  

CONCLUSIONS
The famous say “Garbage in, garbage out!” has a negative connotation when is read as referring to the 

fact, widely recognized, that something produced from materials of low quality will also be of low quality; other 
said, output is dependent on input. For municipal solid waste, paradoxically garbage as ‘raw material’ can turn the 
negative into a positive and optimistic belief: garbage can turn into ‘gold’ or value added for entire communities.  
If communities and people have a vision of wellbeing and clean environment, a lean and automated solid waste 
management will provide the way, changing the say into “Garbage lean, gold out!”.
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ChALLENgES OF BUSINESS dIgITAL ENvIRONmENT

Lawyer dr. Alina Leţia

Abstract: In the paper I have elaborated, I intended to emphasize the two faces of digital economy: technological 
progress and the risks faced by companies, regardless their size, in the digital economic environment. The new 
economic, social, technical and legal context created by globalisation involves a new international economic order 
where the removal of distances and the performance of transactions in real time have determined for many companies 
the access to progress and development. Equally, it has created a new environment by the use of internet, where 
business criminality has appeared. The volatility of digital environment where the companies are carrying out the 
activity represents, for the great business criminality, a proper environment where the illegal acts are difficult to prove.

Keywords: economic evolution, convergence, globalisation, legislation in the business environment, corporations, 
corporatist rules

JEL Codes: K220

1. INTROdUCTION
We have got used to believe that, living in full era of globalisation, we will benefit only of its advantages. It is 

true that upon the occurrence of this new economic, technological, social and juridical realities, there have been 
created new opportunities of development and progress for the population, business environment and states. 
Despite all these, the globalisation has not managed to reduce poverty, to provide the economic and political 
stability of the world, it has not managed to remove the economic, cultural and moral crises.

From the multiple problems faced by contemporary society, we will analyse, from a double perspective – the 
advantages versus the disadvantages, the impact of technological globalisation on business environment, more 
exactly on the companies as main actors on business market.

The development of technique and of internet has determined the occurrence of a new notion: e-business. 
This includes, on its turn, other two notions: e-commerce and e-payment and involves that all the three phases 
of a business (negotiation, payment and delivery of good/supply of service) is performed by an electronic system 
which includes several technologies, techniques, services and specific concepts.

The globalisation of commerce, of production and of consumption has determined the need to perform 
commercial transactions in real time, without considering the geographical borders, the differences of time zone, 
of currency etc. All that matters it is the increase of business profit, the acquirement of profits as high as possible 
with costs as low as possible, almost instantaneous.

The electronic trade presents certain advantages for the participants to the commercial circuit: reduction 
of costs, easy access to international markets, instantaneous transactions, in real time, comparing the rates, 
characteristics of products, unlimited access in time and space to the goods/services, organising virtual auctions.

On the other hand, the internet represents as well a usual method used by criminals to harass companies, 
its development representing the primordial threat of companies – in 1995, there were 19.000 websites, and 
according to a recent study, at the end of 2014, it is estimated to be reached to 1 billion111 websites.

The companies are evolving in an environment that imposed on them a dual conduct: an economic 
dimension guided by the rules of market and an institutional dimension that is grouping individuals with important 
role in the social-political field ad guided by political rules. The companies adopt two main strategies to answer 
to the conditions imposed by environment: a competition strategy (market strategy) and a strategy beyond the 
market (non market strategy), the global strategy being the product of interactions of those two112.

111 Disponibil la: http://www.internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-websites/, data accesării: 10 august 2014

112 See Dion M. (2011). La criminalite financiere. Prevention, gouvernance et influences clturelles, Paris: De Boeck Publishing House, p. 222.
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2. AdvANTAgES OF TEChNOLOgICAL dEvELOPmENT 
Classical commerce is disappearing, being replaced systematically and progressively by electronic 

commerce that is by that commerce where the sale, the purchase or the exchange of goods and/or services is 
performed by internet, by using several methods /equipments of payment such as the mobile phone113, the wallet, 
the trinket114, the computer etc. All such payment methods are using the internet as a means of transmission of 
information. The current number of internet users in permanently increasing being estimated in July 2014 on 3 
billion that is 40% of the population of the globe115.

The global market where contactless payments may be performed is of 2.9 trillion dollars116.
On European level, by creating a unique space of payments in euro SEPA 500 million citizens, 20 million 

enterprises as well as all public administrations may perform payments in euro, under the same conditions, with 
the same rights and obligations. Due to the creation of SEPA, winnings are estimated on the level of the entire 
market up to 21.9 billion euro per year, in conformity to a study published by PWC in 2014117. One removes as 
well the costs up to 1% of GDP OF EU, respectively 130 billion euro per year, caused by the existence of a divided 
market on which payments are made in euro.

The main advantages of using electronic payments are the following: celerity of transfers, their universality, 
related how the amounts reach in real time to any corner of the world, the very simple means to perform transfers, 
the use of the same currency, regardless the currency of the payment’s addressee. Also, the payments are not 
restricted by a certain program of the service supplier, including of the bank. In addition, the bank provides to 
the payer a range of warranties related to the payments performed and the identity of the addressee by its own 
system of supervision of suspicious transactions and knowledge of clients. The protection of the security of 
payments and personal data is a bank imperative which favours the electronic payment. The transparency of 
the payments performed represents an extremely important advantage both for traders, consumers and for state 
authorities that activate in the field of money laundry.

The removal of dead times passed in front of counters for the payment of the suppliers of utilities represents 
a real advantage not to be neglected.

In addition, on a unitary market, the access of service providers is facilitated, being encouraged the 
real competition as well as the penetration of newly incorporated enterprises which no longer face the formal, 
administrative barriers.

The technological unification and inter-operability of service providers represents as well an important 
advantage of using electronic payments.

3. dISAdvANTAgES OF TEChNOLOgICAL dEvELOPmENT
From the perspective of disadvantages presented by globalisation and mainly from technological perspective, 

the most important is the appearance of economic criminality. The digital economy represents an environment 
favourable for perfecting the infraction phenomenon, given the volatility of internet which does not allow always 
collecting evidence to punish the criminals but allows the committing of crimes in real time.

The development of e-business, of electronic payments, the geographical extension and acquirement of 
notoriety on brands, fame, represents advantages of technology as well as means used by criminals in relation 
with the companies in order to obtain, on their account, higher efforts with lower effort.

Thus, the company must consider all possible threats: industrial spy, electronic attacks, counterfeit, 
embezzlement, use of inexistent accounts, use of false identities etc. Practically, a company must consider the 
inherent risks of its activities that is the economic, financial, technological risks cumulated with the threats to 

113 Technology Watch Report, 2013. The mobile money revolution Near-field communication mobile payments. Available at: https://itunews.itu.int/En/4339-The-mobile-money-
revolution-BR-Near-field-communication-mobile-payments.note.aspx, date of accessing: 10 August 2014. It was created a new concept Near-field communication mobile payments 
which includes the mobile wallet, mobile point of sale, mobile payments, mobile money transfer.

114 Mastercard, PayPass Toolkit for Merchants, pdf. Available at: http:www.mastercard.com/contactless/doc/MCPP_Toolkit_Merchants_A4_REL.pdf, date of accessing: 10 August 
2014. MasterCard has launched a payment method entitled PayPass which allows the buyer to test the password in the mobile phone,watch, trinket, bracelet etc., performing thus 
the payment of products/services wanted without the bank card.

115 Available at: http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users#trend, date of accessing: 10 August 2014

116 Mastercard, PayPass Toolkit for Merchants, pdf. Available at: http:www.mastercard.com/contactless/doc/MCPP_Toolkit_Merchants_A4_REL.pdf, date of accessing: 10 aug 2014.

117 PWC, 16 January 2014. Economic Analyses of SEPA. Benefits and opportunities ready to be unlocked by stakeholders. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/pay-
ments/docs/sepa/140116_study_en.pdf, date of accessing: 10 August 2014
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its security, materialised mainly in the attack to image, to intangible assets, to clients, to the technical means, 
services and products, to the right of intellectual property, to the financial resources.

The advanced technology and the dematerialisation of payments represents favouring factors of infraction 
phenomenon.

In addition, the national and European legislation118 is not harmonised and updated in the sense of 
considering the occurrence of such new methods and payment equipments/instruments, legislative gap which 
determines the occurrence of a non-unitary system of payments and rulings easily exploited by criminals.

The good operation of unique market of payment services has a major importance for the safety of business 
environment and not only for it. Given the fact that the markets of payment services from the member states are 
organised separately, based on national criteria, existing practically as many markets as the member states of 
European Union, that is 28 markets, the acknowledgement and unitary functioning of the providers of payment 
services in the sense of stating the categories of providers of payment services who may render legitimately 
the payment services in the European Union has become an imperative ruled by Directive 2007/64/EC119. 
Despite all these, the defective transposition of the disposals of directive in the national legislations, legislative 
gaps appeared, generating on their turn a legal insecurity for its elimination being proposed in July 2013 a new 
legislative pack including a new directive and a ruling related to the payments by card.120

Among the main objectives of the legislative pack, we outline the most important, namely: facilitation 
and improvement of the internet payment system, creation of a superior system of protection against frauds, 
payment incidents and abuses, reduction of the costs of transactions, development of e-trade and increase of its 
competitiveness on global level, inclusion in the applicable legislation of the new methods of payment, including 
by creating the legislative levers of enforcement thereof.

Also, the states have a different development including on technological level which determines that certain 
commercial transactions are not performed under the same security conditions and transparency.

On the other hand, many informational crimes are committed by individuals acting under the cover 
of managing departments of great companies, therefore, the determination of their liability may be a difficult 
demarche. Over 80% of informational frauds are internal that is they are committed by the employees of 
companies leaving from the premise that any informational system presents gaps which may be speculated (the 
deputy manager of General Motors was hired at Volkswagen taking with him several documents and disks related 
to the new achievements of the former employer).121

The relation between the company and private life of employees122 has changed given the occurrence 
of electronic technologies. The introduction of these in the society life has changed the relation between the 
employee and the employer and has confused the separation line between private life and professional life, 
between own liability of employee and that of enterprise. Jurisprudence has shown that cybersupervision of 
employee observes the rights and individual liberties of it, the employer being entitled to check the personal files 
of employee in his absence if there are the premises that it has acted against the company’s interests.

4. mAIN kINdS OF CRImES COmmITTEd IN ThE dIgITAL ENvIRONmENT. 
In the new technological era, the enterprises are subject to massive informational attacks, the most frequent 

crimes committed by computer being: theft of information, intrusion in the network, interception of communications 
and information flows, manipulation of employees and of competitors through social engineering, bank crimes, 
use of false identities and accounts.

The consequences of attacks against company’s image (industrial spying) are extremely important, mainly 

118 Directive 2007/64/EC of European Parliament and Council, dated 13 November 2007, on payment services within the internal market,  of amendment of Directives 97/7/EC, 
2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and of abrogation of Directive 97/5/EC. Available on: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2007:319:0001:0036:R
O:PDF, date of accessing: 10 August 2014

119 Directive 2007/64/EC of European Parliament and Council, dated 13 November 2007, on payment services within the internal market,  of amendment of Directives 97/7/EC, 
2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and of abrogation of Directive 97/5/EC. Available on: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2007:319:0001:0036:R
O:PDF, date of accessing: 10 August 2014

120 European Commission. Proposal of the Directive of European Parliament and Council on payment services within the internal market,  of amendment of Directives 2002/65/
EC, 2013/36/EU, 2009/110/EC and which abrogate the Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex/europa/eu/legal-content/FR/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547, date of 
accessing: 10 August 2014

121 Hassid, O., Masraff, A. (2010), La securite en enterprise, Prevenir et gerer les risques, Paris: Maxima publishing house, p.37

122 Quementer M., Charpenel Y. (2010). Cybercriminalite Droit Penal Applique, Paris: Economic Publishing House, p.102
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in the context when the main assets of the majority of enterprises have an intangible form, several companies 
becoming “giant deposits of ideas based on management of relations”. Given the high costs of business, 
overwhelming taxation, the companies are interested by the use of advanced technologies on costs as low as 
possible, without considering however the risks involved by such low costs. The delocalisation of servers123, the 
problems related to data security, the fact that the user does not know the country where are located the servers 
that are hosting the data – the information stored in the cloud computing system represents advantages for the 
criminals. For companies, the crypting techniques on distance represent a priority objective, since the employees 
are frequently using notebooks, smartphones which do not include security systems.

Among the intangible goods of company which practically provides it value, the most targeted by the 
industrial spying, forgery and informational criminality are: patents, marks, manufacturing secrets.

By industrial spying, the concurrent company targets, on the one hand, to obtain useful information and with 
novelty character from the company attacked, with minimum costs and on the other hand to remove the company 
attacked from the market.

The protection of enterprise’s information is performed, mainly, by securing the informational systems, 
by creating a system of classification of information, so every document/information has traceability inside the 
company.

The unauthorised interception represents a modern form of traditional spying by which, using technical 
means, one listens the communications, the existent data in the informational system of targeted company is 
illegally obtained. It represents as well the manner of performing the informational sabotage. Given the databases 
– means of storing the information belonging to companies, different state institutions – the amendment, delete, 
suppression of data with the intention of preventing the operation of informational/communication system may 
have extremely serious consequences for the owner/user of the system.

By committing this crime, the intention is often the unauthorised reproduction of a computer program with 
a view to value subsequently a program for computer, a good invention, a good intangible asset that belongs to 
a company.

The internet plays also an essential role in the denigration of a company, affecting its image on market. The 
internet is the place of gathering an extremely high number of “immoral” procedures with the role of creating a 
false image about the activity of an enterprise, to create a collective opinion contrary to a certain company, due 
mainly to its characteristics: uniformity of opinions, easy access, low costs, anonymity of forum administrators, 
instantaneous spread of information, perceptivity of a public open to take over the information as such without 
passing it by the filter of its own consciousness, facility of creating of some groups of users124.

By the means used to affect the image of a society, we recall: the forums of discussion where untrue 
information is spread about a company, false email addresses meant to affect the activity of a company, false 
handouts with the role of mobilizing public opinion in the sense of withdrawing the trust in the actions of certain 
companies – procedures that have as scope the decrease of the rate of sale of the shares of a company.

The crimes related to computers and special devices adjusted are ancillary to the crimes related to payment 
instruments. Among the crimes related to computers, we enumerate the performance or determination of a money 
transfer and, consequently, the illicit determination of a loss of property for another individual with a view to obtain 
an illicit economic advantage for the individual committing the crime or for a third party by: introducing, amending, 
eliminating or suppression of data from computer mainly the identification data without the right, unauthorised 
intervention in the functioning of a program or computer system.

The digital economy couldn’t lack the crimes related to payment instruments. In this context, the electronic 
payments performed by using the instruments of electronic payment represent the fastest and easiest method 
to pay the goods and services. The companies may commit the following crimes125: counterfeit or forgery of a 

123 The companies are using the cloud computing system which represents a shared range of calculation services, applications, access to information and data storing, without the 
user to need to know the location and physical configuration of the system that supplies such services – delocalization of server. The advantages of system consist in synchronization 
of the data of the user who is using several cloud-related devices: a smartphone, a tablet, a notebook, the online documents from the system may be processed by web applications 
– available on the website http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing

124 Hassid O Masraff A., La securite en enterprise, Prevenir et gerer les risques, Paris: Maxima Publishing House p. 37

125 Frame decision 2001/413/JAI of Council dated 28 May 2001 on fight against fraud and counterfeit of the means of payment, other than cash. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32001F0413 date of accessing: 10 August 2014
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payment instrument for a fraudulent use of it; receiving, obtaining, transportation, sale or transfer to another 
individual or holding a payment instrument stolen or illegally appropriated or a counterfeited or forged payment 
instrument in order to use it fraudulently; fraudulent use of a payment instrument stolen or illegally appropriated 
or of a payment instrument counterfeited or forged.

The banks are frequently targeted by electronic attacks, creating to avoid these ample security systems. 
The payment of the wages of employees is performed directly from the accounts of company in their personal 
accounts, on such occasion the information is received, the amounts being directed to the unauthorised accounts.

The removal of borders by using the e-commerce has determined the possibility of free circulation of goods 
and the increase without precedent of products’ counterfeit with a view to value it, these no longer being subject 
to different customs controls, reaching thus in the situation when e-commerce market of counterfeited products 
holds a significant share of world trade.

CONCLUSIONS
At the end of this study, we may draw up only one conclusion: the fulminate technological evolution, in 

permanent expansion, represents an essential factor for the operation of online trade, as well as for the 
development of criminality in the business environment. The advanced technology, the internet represents a 
source of enrichment both for companies and for malefactors, the trade in real time, the possibility of waiving the 
stock of goods, the communication and marketing extremely fast, e-commerce are arguments in favour of internet 
and also disadvantages of it.

It is a paradox that, besides technological progress, the business criminality relies as well on old human 
traits: greed, desire of power, of fame, attachment to material values (money, goods), of luxury, vanity etc.

We are experiencing troubled times, some would say, we are living in full technological era, others would 
state. I share both opinions and I agree with their supporters, which I have tried to present as well in this paper, 
expressing also the joy of living such times and the fear that I am contemporary to phenomena without precedence 
in human, technical and juridical development. 
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Abstract: The technology of information and its exponentially development in the last 15-20 years has also 
stimulated a lot the development of communications technology. 15-20 years ago there was no Google, 
Facebook, Twitter, etc and the mobile phones alongside the Internet were in their beginning. What happened 
in the meantime? The E-mail has become somewhat outdated, obsolete and less used by the new generations 
of young people. Television is in danger due to the improved technology, and the new generations made out of 
young people and not only, who whant to be more and more up to date with the news, to communicate and enjoy 
games and movies online rather than on TV. What does this trend have to do with business? A lot, because as 
I wrote a year ago about Generations Y and IY, which work differently than their predecessors, the technology 
of information and communications constantly creates a wide working platform. As it’s usually said in business 
“Sky’s the limit”, regarding the idea of unlimited possibilities for business development, new information and 
communications technology creates the premises of an unimaginable boom of services of all kinds and in all 
areas, not just in the business field, but also in the social, education and culture, health, art and sport field, etc. 
During the communist period, but also in the post-communist one, Romania, as well as the Eastern European 
countries, suffered from the lack of services in general, but the tremendous progress of computer science in the 
last decade and the growing number of young and innovative people in this field, in Romania in particular, are an 
important premise for developing such services at a level we couldn’t dream of 15-20 years ago. It remains to be 
confirmed in the coming years this foresight and and to track the speed of this development.

Keywords: information and communications technology, Generation Y and IY, telephony and internet services 
development, business trends, E-mail, television, innovation, foresight

TEChnOLOgY REvOLUTIOn OF ThE 90S 
In 1995 I was entering a multinational company with headquarters in Romania and was in front of a computer 

connected to the network with which the entire team of employees worked, a team not too big, probably about 
20 people. I was very proud that I had a computer of my own, even though I didn’treally know how to work with 
it, it was not clear for me where to start it from and how to close it?! ... Even now, after almost 20, I can’t say I’m 
very handy with the computer, even if my 20 years old son recently remarked how quickly my fingers fly on the 
keyboard (a great compliment coming from a brand representative of the Y generation). My first activities that I 
have done on the computer and which I can say now that have been a great percentage of the time spent with this 
object, were and are messages sent and received by electronic mail, in short, e-mails.

So, although I had seen how this “miracle” of communication worked a few years before 1995, from that 
point it became something usual for me and my everyday activities and I felt more enhanced than my countrymen, 
who did not know much about it yet.

Another gadget that changed the way we used to communicate, and even our lifestyle, was the pager, if 
you remember, also in the mid-90s in Romania, together with the mobile phone, which quickly turned pagers into 
history, because the interactivity and the connectivity between mobile phones was full and reciprocal, meaning a 
superior alternative to pagers. However, what were these pagers? They were gadgets that allowed you to send 
messages, generally informative ones, in order to come back with a telephone call, to communicate something 
urgent or important, something like: “call the office immediately.” Pagers did not last long, as I said, because 
although they facilitate long distance communication, they allowed this in one direction only and only using data 
and no voice. They were the first huge step forward in remote communication and held on a good few years also 
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due to their good price, unlike mobile telephony still clearly more expensive at that time.
But the scale economies and the rapid technological progress caused the sudden disappearance of pagers 

and so the mobile phone easily made its way into more and more pockets and purses. Today there are more 
subscriptions and devices sold than the number of people, resulting in more than one device per person in some 
countries, areas etc. and this does not include only highly developed countries or areas in the world, but also 
countries like Romania, where the phone is not used only to communicate or send messages, but to hang out. A 
recent report by Ericson, Ericson Mobility Report, shows that by 2015, mobile subscriptions will exceed the world’s 
population! By 2016 smartphones will outnumber traditional mobile phones. Surely there are and will be significant 
differences between continents and countries, but Europe and Romania will be among these advanced areas. 

Also in the mid 90s, I was reading about the Internet in an international business magazine, an international 
network of communication and information, having no limits and no boundaries whatsoever, a global and universal 
library where you can find everything that has been and will be written in the world, all these stories being 
accessible through a computer connected to theses services providers, suppliers interconnected through high-
speed networks and servers with large storage capacity and data processing. It seemed a little SF, but the e-mail 
was already working at an intercontinental, global level, so electronic communication was already in trend, it only 
remained the rest, meaning entering data regarding the history and geography of the world, of all areas of science 
and technology, economy, etc..to be processed, stored, made available. This happened pretty quickly, and now 
we look back with nostalgia to the fact that mankind lived long without the internet, without communication through 
cyberspace?! As well as without TV until it was discovered, radio, electricity, etc.

What is the connection between the beginning of a new technological revolution, as I want to call the 
inventions mentioned above, and the business world, and also the welfare of the human society? There is a very 
tight connection, probably not by chance I had the opportunity to use these modern ways of communication and 
information early in Romania, being involved in the activities of an American multinational companiy, that quickly 
adapted to the new modern ways of working that helped improve its efficiency and productivity. Not only the 
large multinational companies were interested in investing in something like this, but also smaller companies, 
entrepreneurs, business people of all kinds and also from outside the business area.

Communication via email, phone and internet turned out to be some a very effective way of communication 
and information, used by more and more individuals and companies from around the world. The Internet’s 
penetration rate exceeded with 50% the national average rate in Romania since last year and with 60% in the 
urban areas, regarding population aged over 15 years, according to a survey of GfK Romania, published last year.

ELECTROnIC EQUIPmEnT, COmmUnICATIOn And EnTERTAInmEnT gAdgETS
The mobile phone would then take over, but, besides the voice and data transfer communication, electronic 

mail, and the Internet and therefore access to a lot of applications invented in time. That especially in the last 
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7-8 years since the launch of smart phones. Also, along the smart phones, tablets appeared, another innovative 
technological step that created a bridge in the sphere of cyberspace communication, between smart phones and 
laptops, even with growing features in applications and therefore in working with files, as well as the computer.

If tablets were also a bit big, similar to some smaller laptops, trends have led to their decrease in size, but 
also to an increase in the size of the smart phones’ screen, resulting some hybrids, which make you wonder if 
they are phones or tablets. After all, it doesn’t really matter, the differences between them have almost become 
irrelevant, what matters is their performance regarding applications, versatility, reliability etc. 

If things are already clear about the communication with phones, that are becoming smarter and smarter, 
and tablets that are becoming increasingly miniaturized, so that you don’t know exactly the difference between 
some and others, computer games turned into infinite types of applications and movies that can be downloaded 
on theses devices, so that the new generations do not need a TV! Amazing, isn’t it? Especially for more mature 
generations, which thought television was infallible.

 Where can the development of these products advance further? Difficult to predict, for now the smart 
phone in its conveninet dimensions, as dictated by the customer, seems like a chip implanted somewhere in us. 
It is more and more used also as a camera and image recorder, that I no longer take these separate devices 
with me on vacation! Much more than that, it looks like our house keys will soon be integrated in our phone, the 
same goes for our car keys, cards, access to any information, either from our professional work, business and/
or research, school or entertainment. One of the “entertainments” of the past 5-10 years are the social networks. 
Waw, I haven’t talked about them yet.

SOCIAL nETWORKS, SEARCh EngInES 
Only 10 years have passed since Facebook was founded, the largest and best known social network of 

the world. Probably not a coincidence that it was founded by a student at that time, a Harvard student, a story 
that launched a movie   in the meantime. There are now many other social networks (Twitter, Google+, YouTube, 
LinkedIn, etc.), these are only the best known ones, but what do they do? They speculated the people’s need 
need to communicate other than by simple and very ordinary E-mail, that people (especially young people) need 
and to present themselves in front of friends, acquaintances, to create profiles, talk about themselves and what 
they do, where they go, what they like, the need to talk to a group of friends without actually meeting them outside, 
the need to talk about anything: a movie, a game, a competition, about school, books etc. They can show photos 
and clips from visited places, give opinions on a topic the group shared, meaning they can live more and more in 
the virtual space without getting out of the house!

The exponential explosion and development of these social networks or search engines on the Internet, by 
far the most popular and successful being Google and Yahoo, was made possible primarily because of inventions 
and innovations that combined unlimited technological possibilities with certain needs and a growing comfort of 
the simple men, both as individuals, as well as businessmen who want and need to make money. How do these 
companies make money? Simple: mainly from advertising. Given that these companies have attracted hundreds 
of million users (Facebook has surpassed one billion), they knew how to sell digital advertising for several billions 
of dollars. In this aspect, Google leads with $ 17 billion raised only from the American market (over a third of the 
American market), followed by Facebook, Yahoo and Microsoft.

What do we see here? Something interesting, these four giant American companies operating in this market 
have started from different businesses (we all know when and how Microsoft started to make business, right?). 
And here they are now coming from somewhat different market areas, each with its strengths and weaknesses, its 
approach and the results it can achieve on a market, the on-line advertising, digital, more and more competitive.

COmmON FRONT FOR BUSINESS ANd SERvICES dEvELOPmENT 
The technological revolution mentioned earlier in this material, the electronic equipment used for work and 

play, all having in common the remote communication, developed in the last decades, plus the emergence of 
social networks and their use for the purpose of making money, meaning their quick transformation into global 
generators of cash, have opened a wide working front in the virtual space that includes more and more modern 
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and efficient ways of doing business in the present and in the future.
I already mentioned digital advertising, a new method/way of advertising through modern means 

of communication in cyberspace. Facebook, for example, already generates more than half of its income by 
distributing ads on mobile devices and recently began introducing video clips that are being distributed to its 
users. I have been involved in projects in Romania created by companies for advertising on the mobile phone, 
tablet, etc ... the main idea being that the communication relationship between the service provider and the user 
must run interactively, if the latter agrees (good question!?), so, for example when you’re in a shopping mall, you 
can receive real-time information about where or how close, or what is the most convenient, perhaps the cheapest 
place where you could find pants or sneakers, following some criteria that you define (size, model, color etc.).

Let’s go from digital advertising to online sales, also widespread to more and more areas (food, drinks, 
clothing, DIY, furniture, electro-IT, travel packages, train tickets, plane tickets concerts and special events, 
games). Starting with the electro-IT and tourism-transportation area, sale and purchase of goods of all kinds, 
even clothes, by using the Internet by accessing specific sites, we can see a double-digit growth from one year 
to another. I personally believe that this increase in online sales, more rapid than sales in stores, is due to the 
changing generations. A survey from April 2012 by Daedalus Millward Brown reveals that in Romania more than 
55% of the online buyers are aged between 25 and 44 years old, a similar percentage for men, if we look at the 
online buyer’s gendre.

The young people are more “brave” in buying from online stores, they are more confident than older people 
and are more used to technology, especially when it comes to buying gadgets, games, movies, but can also buy 
groceries, drinks, clothing and sport accesories, jewelry, and beauty products for women, holidays etc. They are 
used to receiving feedback instantly, with discounts, they turn into real discounts hunters or Internet surfers, even 
for shopping. 

**

Aside from sales and online advertising, which are more and more present into our daily lives and which will 
turn into a habit, I cannot help but remember Romania’s communist period, during which the Communist Party’s 
multilateral development strategy followed a holistic industrialization of Romania, with all kinds of industries, 
impressive agricultural production every year, some domestic tourism, especially balnearo-climatic, but ignored 
the services. Knowingly or ignorantly, perhaps. I also remember how during that time, and especially after 1989, 
when I began to see live, not just from rumors, how amazed we were to see a complexity of services in the West 
which were not available in Romania.

The situation was like this for many years after 1989 in terms of the discrepancy between supply and quality 
regarding what we had here in Romania. Or more precisely what we didn’t have and what other developed 
Western countries had. In a proportional matter to the disparity in economic development between the two types 
of society. At one point, I had no hope left for the development of services in Romania and therefore catching up 
with the Western area. I still am not very confident in recovering that gap between the two societies, especially 
regarding education (a very recent report of the European Commission shows that  Romania’s level of education 
is among the lowest in Europe) and the human quality in training those who work in services.

Yet there is something that is rapidly improving in Romania, maybe more than in other countries that are 
more developed: connecting technology with services. Yes, the young Romanians from generations Y and IY, 
used to the technology from birth, and which seem to be more talented and more concerned than other young 
people in the world to develop IT and communication technology, can contribute to a rapid development in services 
in Romania, in a manner impossible to imagine 25 years ago. I hope the entire economic development of Romania 
will be helped by more and more young Romanians who are making progress in information and communication 
technology, but for now I prefer to focus on services, of all kinds, for which ingenuity and technological progress 
can cover for qualified personnel, in great distress, as we all very well know.

So a first clear advantage that I see in electronic and telecommunications technology entering the service 
sector is the replacement of unqualified personnel. Of course the technology will not help reduce unemployment, 
maybe on the contrary, but this can happen to all society as economic development and technological innovation 
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accelerate, in which case we have to do as others did. North America and other developed Western areas have 
sought and found alternatives for redistributing labor force in some areas, by some simply disappearing (mining, 
iron processing etc.) or because the technological progress requires professional conversion to other areas that 
need extra or fresh manpower.

Another great advantage regarding connecting technology ad services is the reduction of theft, both 
regarding the client and the employers by the employees. This is due to the reduced staff used, but also to the 
electronic systems that control applications without human intervention. 

Coming back to services and how they begin to develop in Romania, especially because of the technology and 
less because of the staff’s training, let’s see more examples from different fields, and if they confirm this trend or not.

We have already talked about two major activities stimulated and supported by the internet, social networks 
and the hard-ware (smart phones, tablets, laptops etc.) also online sales and digital advertising, that are rapidly 
growing in Romania each year. According to an article recently published by Ziarul Financiar (11 July 2014), “the 
habit of keeping all the money in your wallet is starting to become obsolete even in our country”. The Romanian 
people withdrew from ATMs in 2013, about 114 billion lei, meaning over 25 billion Euro, from which almost a 
quarter of the amount were payments by card, online payments and internet banking services. Compared to 2008, 
the payments by card doubled and compared to 2012, it increased by 14%.

What else do we have? Let’s take them one at a time: 
In EDUCATION, at a national level, a few years ago, cameras were installed during the baccalaureate 

exams. The purpose of that measure was to reduce frauds, a measure that had great success, but another 
effect was a drastic reduction of high school graduates with a baccalaureate diploma. It revealed a harsh reality, 
showing a much lower graduation rate than the one before introducing this system.

E very important component of the education system is the E-learning system, which in Romania is still 
undeveloped, but which will definitely win more ground in the near future. Also regarding this aspect, the virtual 
libraries improved, facilitating the search without having to actually go to the library. The internet is omnipresent in 
this field, which is not only a positive aspect, but also a negative one because there is all kind of information, which 
is not always accurate, so there are also risks and limitations, therefore the crucial role of the teacher remains 
highly important in the educational process.

In the educational system there are also many internal applications in schools and colleges, which are 
a real support for the communication between students and teachers, between teachers and parents, and for 
the administration of the school unit, regarding school performances, exams, attendance, etc. Parents can be 
informed electronically about their children’s educational outcomes and about their attendance, without actually 
going to school, there are video systems in some private schools and kindergartens where parents can watch live 
from home or from work what happens in the classroom.

The HEALTH system is also improved, especially in the private sector. Appointments to consultations, 
hospitalizations can be made electronically, medical records of patients as well, the most important element in our 
system being the unique health card, a project still uninitiated, but achievable. 

This card will basically record more of our medical history for each of us, including the right to obtain 
discounts on medical consultations and interventions, depending on personal contributions to the health system 
to which we are registered.

Engineering and technology help produce more advanced and sophisticated medical equipment and 
drugs, which increase the quality of care in every moment, thus increasing the quality of life of many people. 
Unfortunately, not many people have access to all of these, because of high prices and limited individual budgets; 
see the medical system of the health care in the US. But technological advances will eventually result in scale 
economies and in a price decrease for more and more expensive services, so more people will be ale to afford 
them. This is the case of Romanian patients, who still can’t have access to private health services that are more 
expensive than the public ones, but transparent, that give invoices and receipts, and that are better organized, 
cleaner and professionally comparable to public ones or better. The performant medical personnel working in the 
public sector, also works in the private one, not being familiar with working on the computer, but who quickly learns 
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even though has an advanced age, works without a secretary, even if he is an important teacher etc. the world 
adapts, if willing to, at any age, especially if it is interested, money is important and undeniable.

Money and its investments have developed a whole new era in the medical field, meaning drugs and all 
kinds of anti-aging products, which are not cheap yet, but in time they are likely to become increasingly more 
affordable. 

In PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, the best example of introducing information and communication technology 
is the electronic auction system for public acquisitions, already introduced for years now in Romania (Society 
for Excellence in Public Administration), which helps in increasing accuracy in chosing offers for all acquisitions 
made by a central or local public institution (city hall, prefecture, schools, hospitals, ministries etc.), in developing 
greater transparency and increasing the efficiency of this activity in the public versus private sector. Also, it is 
noteworthy the effort of some local governments to computerize and allow local taxes and fees, fines and other 
payments online.

But the most tangible field in which the technology of information and communications can be seen and will 
be seen, with more holistic results regarding the quality of our life, is the BUSINESS field, any kind of business, 
of innovative and original services, in which especially young people form the Y and iY generations are starting to 
make their presence and influence felt more.

There are many examples of this area, starting with walky-talkies, outdated already, that helped you 
communicate from a distance of several hundred meters to several kilometers, without paying anything, except 
batteries and the two devices themselves. Very useful in various situations, like driving in several cars with friends, 
especially when it would require roaming services. Or mountain hiking. Let’s also not forget the miracle called 
“GPS - Global Positioning System”, which includes the map of all roads, highways, points of interest, cities etc., 
in a certain country or region and which by sensors activated when starting the machine, visually and vocally 
indicates (on a 3D map) where to go, even though you’ve never been to those places before. Without GPS, I 
wouldn’t have had the courage to venture in Europe.

Also the GPRS revolutionized the control and management of the logistics activities, by electronically 
tracking ongoing fleet vehicles, the legal breaks drivers need to take, the chosen routes etc. Also, there are control 
and fuel usage systems facilitated by personalized offers from oil distribution companies, with cards that record 
fuel limits, miles traveled, etc.

Transportation is really benefiting from all the more support electronic technology is giving it, from autopilot 
planes electronic and space orientation systems (altitude, direction, speed etc.) to trivial, but very useful digital 
application from Otopeni airport in Bucharest, that allows you to call a cab, after a few minutes after you exit the 
airport, from the company you want, chosing the price range suitable for you, chosing from existing offers, this 
being implemented after decades of theft in this activity, an activity seen as a habit in other airports from civilized 
countries. The cab industry is fully controlled by the owners and managers of each company via GPS, same goes 
for taking calls from customers. More than that, cabs can be called digitally, without having to make a phone call 
to the company, but by simply accessing a special application from your smart phone that launches an electronic 
call, in real time, to the closest cabs  available.

Another clever system I have seen is an alarm clock application especially worn by children, helping parents/
supervisors not lose track of them. If the child exceeds the play area he is allowed to, the application  triggers an 
alarm to parents, in the house from where the child is monitored, without the need for someone to stay with the 
child at all times somewhere in the park or in front of the house, on the street where he plays with other children, 
especially if the child is already older.

There are also many applications for long-distance communication, like Skype, some dedicated citizens 
forced to emigrate in search for better paid jobs to other countries. This is the case of Romanian immigrants in 
Italy and Spain mainly, for whom some young intelligent people created this application.

Of interest are also the up to a minute preventive detection devices for seismic movements, more and more 
frequent in Romania, a country with significant seismic activity in the last hundred years. Even in sports, mainly 
football, high-edge technology “goal-line” allowed the validation of uncertain goals highly disputed at the recent 
world championship in Brazil, controling whether or not the ball crossed the goal line entirely, recording a goal or 
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not, solving therefore confusing situations that are not clear even on TV after replaying the recording, this having 
no effect on the referee’s decision. This was made possible although the International Federation of Association 
Football- FIFA didn’t allow it for a long time. In tennis, computerized analysis is also commun, regarding the tennis 
balls that are hit with great speed and that come close to the court lines and can sometimes deceive the referees. 

We can already speak of prototypes for smart cars and homes, which are controled from a great distance, 
can be programmed for a number of features that make life increasingly more comfortable. It won’t be long before 
we see cars that drive themselves, because we already know those who park themselves, parking sensors 
being for many years now in the car’s standard package, in order to help drivers park more easily. There are 
also multistorey electronic car parks, which allow cars to park automatically. Smart homes can be remotely 
programmed and controlled over power, heat, air conditioning etc. It is already commun that cars can be remotely 
turned on, in order to warm up or to cool the engine and cabin, before entering the car.

Coming back to the business field, but not in terms of business management systems (numerous and 
effective, the majority integrated by now), but rather of services for the general public, we enjoy the facilities that 
technology is offering us regarding internet banking services that include all kinds of banking operations (paying 
bills, cash withdrawals, deposits  , transfers, exchange) from a distance, without the need to go to the bank. Banks 
have created in the recent years, even in Romania, self-banking points, a sort of self-service banking, where 
customers can make different operations in their accounts, based on the cards they have at that bank. Their 
personal or company card provides them access in those points, which are not public for those who are not 
customers of the bank.

You can also play the stock market on the Internet by buying and selling stocks, bonds, currencies and other 
miscellaneous financial investments. Brokerage firms have developed specialized platforms with subscription 
based access. To local and international financial markets, with the possibility to invest in third markets. The 
financial world lives digitally for many years now, which became commun in Romania, even though the local 
capital market is still underdeveloped.

In conclusion, technology and technological innovation in computer science and telecommunications has 
penetrated various areas of society, from business to sports, to education and health care, to a growing range 
of useful services and opportunities for our lives. What’s next? This trend will surely continue, it is impossible to 
imagine what new innovations will follow, the one thing that can be predictable is that the existing technologies will 
mature at some point and become vulnerable facing other innovations and inventions. Adrian Done’s interesting 
observation from his book, “Global Trends - Facing up to a Changing World” 2012, shows that the inability to see 
or to adapt to steep technological changes caused less than 1 in 5 companies of the top 100 companies of the 
world in the 60s, to survive in the last 40 years, unaffected.

Even so, it is important for Romania to be on board this innovative trend, that new generations can take 
advantage of, but also the rest of us, more mature, from the countless services that were created and developed 
in recent years and will be in the future. New generations of young people (Y and IY), and new technologies can 
go hand in hand (NG & NT), as I wrote exactly one year ago, in order to catch up with more advanced countries 
and enjoy with many other peoples the latest and advanced models of quality of life.
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